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Abstract
This document is dedicated to my research work developed during the latest 6 years on the design and
evaluation of wireless networking systems and is the result of a number of collaborations. In particular,
my main goal has been the provision of networking support for success data delivery in wireless self-
organizing networks. The central question that has been driving my research activities is: “what are the
networking services underlying the design of successful communication strategies in wireless self-organizing
networking systems (static or mobile)?”.

Wireless self-organizing networks (WSON) have intrinsic characteristics and consequently, require
particular solutions that set them apart from traditional “graph-based” networks. The different types of
WSONs require adaptive networking services targeted to deal with their dynamic nature (i.e., mobility,
resource limitation, unreliable wireless communication, etc) and to find a fit between their operation
and the environment. Influenced by such observations, my research activities were guided by the main
goal of providing network-level support for success data delivery in wireless self-organizing networks. The
research axes I developed together with my colleagues in this context are categorized in adaptive core and
network-level services. These two categories of services are distinguished by the level where adaptation
is considered, i.e., at the node or at the network level, respectively. The contributions related to core
services that I performed relate to location and neighborhood discovery services. Due to page limitation,
this manuscript is, however, devoted to the research that I conducted around adaptive network-level
services. Therefore, it is structured in three main chapters corresponding to three classes of network-level
services: topology management services, data management services, and routing and forwarding services.

My first presented research contributions concern topology management services performed through
node adaptation – by imposing a hierarchy in the network through clustering or by removing nodes from
the network graph by powering them off – and through controlled mobility – which affects both the pres-
ence of nodes and links, as well as the quality of links in the network graph. Related to node adaptation,
the SAND protocol and the systems VINCOS and NetGeoS dealing respectively with energy-conserving
topology management and with geometric self-structuring in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) were pro-
posed. Then, related to controlled mobility, the Hilbert-based trajectory design and Cover approaches are
introduced. They focus on the deployment of solutions for zone coverage with mobile nodes, designed to
periodically monitor a geographic area or to cover mobile sensor nodes (targets). Considering data man-
agement services, my contributions relate to data collection – which involved data distribution solutions
with organization goals – and data dissemination –where data flows are directed towards the network.
For this, the protocols DEEP and Supple were designed for wireless sensor networks, while FairMix and
VIP delegation approaches focus on information dissemination in wireless social networks. In particular,
to improve data dissemination, FairMix and VIP delegation exploit social interests’ similarities of people
or groups in static networks or the social aspect of their wireless interactions in mobile networks. Finally,
my works on adaptive forwarding services address connectivity opportunity in delay tolerant networks.
In this context, Seeker and GrAnt protocols were designed and use respectively contact history (contact
and communication patterns) and social network properties of nodes to predict future meetings and to
better adjust forwarding decisions.

Following the new communication opportunities and the dynamic shift observed over the past years
in wireless networks, my research activities have been gradually moving from connected self-organizing
networks to intermittently connected and opportunistic networks. In this way, my future research focus
on: (1) leveraging the uncontrolled mobility patterns of pervasive mobile sensing devices to improve
sensing collaborative efforts; (2) looking deeper into social graph generation techniques from contact
traces; (3) studying what are the factors impacting (in a positive or in a negative way) the success of
information dissemination in social mobile networks; and (4) investigating the possibility of tailoring
network coding for information dissemination in social mobile networks.
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1Introduction
1.1 Foreword

This document is dedicated to my research work developed during the latest 6 years on the design
and evaluation of wireless networking systems. In particular, my main goal has been the provision of
networking support for success data delivery in wireless self-organizing networks. The central question
that has been driving my research activities is: “what are the networking services underlying the design of
successful communication strategies in wireless self-organizing networking systems (static or mobile)?”.

Since the beginning of my carrier, I have the pleasure of working with collaborators with different
experiences, professional positions, and from different locations. They are all brilliant and helped me
progress as a researcher. By advising me, through the opportunity to advise them, or through collabo-
rations, they contribute to my maturity as a researcher. For all this, I claim the provided synthesis and
the achieved successes of my carrier work are also theirs. It is worth to mention this document contains
then sentences and paragraphs of our common publications and technical reports.

In order to respect the page number limitation (40 pages) imposed by the Université Pierre et Marie
Curie (UPMC) - Sorbonne Universités, this document (1) provides only an overview of part of the research
I have been developing together with my collaborators, and (2) only mention a few references and those
of my own articles. Having to select among my research activities the ones to be detailed here constituted
then the main difficulty I had in preparing this document. For more technical details about the presented
contributions and the detailed bibliographies, I invite the reader to refer to my publications mentioned
in this document. At the end of this document, besides concluding it, I also present the perspectives for
my further research, which I intent to develop in the next years.

My first steps to the research carrier in wireless networking systems started nine years ago and, since
then, my activities have been performed in three different environments: two in France, at LIP6/UPMC
(2002-2005, where I did my PhD) and at INRIA (from 2005-), and another in Germany, at the Telecom-
munication Networking group (TKN) of the Technical University of Berlin (2009-2010), where I spent
one year working as invited researcher.

This document presents, however, the research work I developed after my PhD defense (July 2005).
My earlier contributions have obviously influenced those presented in this document. Thus, in this
section, I present an overview of my PhD research findings which drove my next research contributions
and associated scientific approaches.

Since my PhD, my attention has focused on the proliferation of wireless computing and communi-
cation devices, coming with a multitude of applications, data, and services. Such diversity and a large
scalability of the wireless communication landscape gave me the first motivations to head to the area of
self-organizing networking and to consider the challenges involved in guaranteeing successful data delivery
in such networks.

My PhD thesis work was performed at the LIP6 laboratory of the Université Pierre et Marie Curie
(UPMC)– Sorbonne Universités from January 2002 to July 2005 and focused on the “Locating and routing
in large scale self-organizing networks: from distributed hash tables to adaptive addressing structures” [1].
In particular, scalability support was one of the main design objectives of my PhD thesis. Providing a
scalable and efficient data delivery service in the context of wireless ad hoc self-organizing systems is a
difficult problem, due to the spontaneity of self-organizing networks. In response to this, during my PhD,
I looked for an adaptive addressing structure and a mathematical space that eases location in a self-
organized fashion and allows low management overhead. In order to provide scalability functionalities,
I considered the integration of the Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) abstraction in the network-level
routing systems. The contributions of my thesis were the design of Tribe [2, 3, 4, 5] and Twins [6, 7, 8, 9]
protocols. Tribe defines a tree-like mathematical structure to assign addresses to nodes, and to forward
data, without any central control entity or positioning mechanism. Twins specifies a multidimensional
Cartesian addressing structure, which is a strict mathematical representation of the network geographic
space obtained through Hilbert space-filling curves. The geographic space is used for addressing and
routing, while location is performed on the designed mathematical structure.

The different WSON types and involved applications may however, require other supports (a part
from scalability) for guaranteeing successful data delivery, such as fast feedback, reliability, robustness,
high automaticity, load balancing, to cite a few. Such requirement particularities have driven most of
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

contributions that came later in my research career.
At the end of my PhD, the attention of the networking research community had turned to the so-called

“Internet of Things” : a “wired” core interconnecting network “clouds” that gravitate at the edges. These
clouds would be wired or wireless, infrastructure-based or not, deployed impromptu or in a planned way.
The network community expectation was that the Next-Generation Internet would likely interconnect a
much wider variety of devices and would also be highly heterogeneous in terms of the types of networks
it interconnects.

Such expectation also relates to the pervasive computing age firstly envisaged by Mark Weiser in
1988 [10], in which individuals continually interact with hundreds of nearby wirelessly-interconnected
computing devices. Although being correct in his prediction, computing devices at that period were not
small enough or sufficiently spread to allow ubiquitous communication of users. Nevertheless, thanks to
the combination of a variety of new emerging factors including (i) pervasiveness of computing devices
with increasingly higher communication capabilities and smaller form factor (e.g., smartphones), (ii)
ubiquitous wireless communication capability, and (iii) emergence of new applications, Mark Weiser’s
and the Next-Generation Internet’s expectations are becoming a reality.

As a consequence, new emerging needs are appearing in terms of self-organization. In particular,
once deployed, those networking clouds will need to spontaneously self-organize, forming a network in-
terconnecting participating devices in environments where they might be exposed to a high degree of
unpredictable variations, such as scarce resource, sparse connectivity, and unreliable links due to users’
mobility or lack of network infrastructure. Hence, the research activities that followed my PhD were
oriented to the provision of communication support in such new challenging environments.

In the following, I introduce the main context delimiting my research: wireless self-organizing networks
and adaptive services. Then, the positioning of my research in this context and the organization of this
document are presented at the end of this chapter.

1.2 Coping with network dynamics
(Publications [11, 12]: In collaboration with C. Sengul, A. Ziviani, S. Maag and F. Zaidi)

Although self-organization can be defined in many different ways, in the context of wireless networks,
I use the definition describing a system that built-up progressively and is able (1) to provide flexibility
and spontaneity in response to user requirements’ and operating conditions’ changes; (2) to configure and
to reconfigure themselves automatically, as nodes appear, move, and disappear; and (3) to make it easier
to maintain than ever. This result in wireless networks increasingly requiring intelligent reconfiguration
ability to changing conditions; in other words, the ability to find a fit between their operation and the
environment. Such adaptivity allows a network to operate more efficiently and predictably under a broader
range of varying conditions. Consequently, adaptivity provides robustness and resilience. Therefore, self-
organizing networks are expected to be more insensitive to perturbations or faults, and be able to recover
fast from the effects of network dynamics.

The remainder of this section details different types of self-organizing networks and the involved
network dynamics. We also present a categorization for adaptive services, classifying what type of services
adapts to changes, when, and how frequently.

1.2.1 Wireless Self-Organizing Networks
My focus has been mainly on the idea of wireless self-organizing networks (WSONs) having the poten-
tial to build “networks anytime and anywhere” without any need for pre-existing infrastructure. The
absence of fixed infrastructure means that the nodes communicate directly with one another in a peer-
to-peer fashion and provide themselves the basic communication services, such as routing, topology and
resource management, etc. WSON applications cover various areas, such as military or post-disaster
rescue operations, area monitoring, event surveillance, group collaboration at conferences, campuses, or
cities, etc. In this context, different types of WSONs – e.g., wireless ad hoc networks, wireless sensor
networks, cognitive radio networks, and delay-tolerant networks (i.e., mobile networks with intermittent
connectivity) – have a multitude of variable features, which can benefit from self-organization. In the
following, I summarize the types of WSONs I have been considering after my PhD:
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• Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs): WSNs consist of small nodes with sensing, computation, and
wireless communications capabilities, and of special entities named sink, responsible for collecting
and storing of the sensed data. The enormous interest in WSNs is fundamentally due to their
reliability, accuracy, flexibility, cost effectiveness, and ease of deployment characteristics. Typical
uses of sensor networks are environmental monitoring, event surveillance, or target detection. Hence,
the majority of the time, the communication is one-to-all (i.e., sink to sensors) or many-to-one (i.e.,
sensors to sink). These networks are typically considered homogeneous as a single deployment
typically consists of the same type of sensor devices. Nevertheless, some networks with medium
heterogeneity constitute exceptions, where more capable and potentially static or mobile devices
are used as actuators or sinks. It is generally assumed that WSNs are large-scale (e.g., hundreds or
thousands of nodes) and that sensor nodes are strictly resource-constrained (e.g., in terms of energy,
computation capacity, or memory). Thus, mechanisms for optimizing energy consumption and for
the delivery of sensed data constitute important requirements and may affect node cooperation in
the network. For instance, as nodes drain their batteries, they might refrain from participating in
certain network functions, such as routing. Or still, depending on the mobility features of the sink,
nodes might cooperate in order to guarantee that the data would be efficiently retrieved by the
sink.

• Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs): In such networks, high degree of nodes mobility and unre-
liable links raise different communication challenges since contemporaneous path may never exist
between a sender and a receiver and/or device reachability may be highly variable. Examples of
DTNs include disaster response, underwater sensor, vehicular networks, and pocket-switched net-
works (in conferences, urban areas, or campus), which provide connectivity to users that carry their
portable devices from one connectivity island to another. In particular, it was shown that humans
have pattern of connection between themselves in the network that are neither purely regular nor
purely random, describing a complex dynamic network displaying substantial non-trivial topological
features. Due to nodes mobility, store-and-forward techniques can ensure eventual communication
between any two nodes. In particular, in a DTN, the transfer of messages custody needs to be
provided by nodes. Until a forwarder opportunity arises, a node may need to store multiple mes-
sages in its buffer. It is also possible that only one contact is available at a time and it has not
enough resource to receive all custodies. In these typical scenarios of DTNs, some of the challenges
to be considered by new DTN forwarding protocols are the following. First, due to limited dura-
tion of each contact, it is important to determine which and in what order the messages should
be forwarded when an opportunity arises. Second, if more than one contact is available at any
given time, the most promising contact(s) to where each message should be forwarded to, has to
be determined. If, we consider infinite buffer and network bandwidth, the greater is the number of
replicated messages, the better is the chance of that message is delivered to its destination. Never-
theless, resources are usually scarce in DTNs, making it necessary to determine in a dynamic way,
the number of messages’ copies that should be forwarded to contacts. Finally, if a buffer achieves its
storage capacity and a new message has to be received, it is important to correctly determine which
message should be dropped to accommodate the new one, while limiting the impact on the reliabil-
ity of the dropped messages [13]. In DTNs, any type of communication requiring data delivery is a
complex task – i.e., routing, data collection or dissemination – and should leverage communication
opportunities in temporary connection.

• Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs): Such networks are composed of fully programmable cognitive
wireless devices (i.e., secondary cognitive users –SUs). The motivation behind CRNs comes from
the fact that the unlicensed portion of the spectrum becomes increasingly overloaded due to the
growing number of wireless devices and mobile users. Recent studies, however, have shown that
while a small portion of the frequency spectrum is overloaded, a large part of the frequency spectrum
licensed to primary users is being under-utilized or never used at all. Cognitive radios allow thus,
the reuse of under-utilized portions of the frequency spectrum by secondary users (SUs) in a non
interfering manner with primary users (PUs). To achieve this capability a SUs should be able to
identify white holes, i.e. non-utilized frequency channels in a specific timeslot that are available for
communication. Once identified the white holes, SUs have to dynamically adapt their channel access
method, spectrum use, and networking protocols as needed for suitable network and application
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performance [14]. In multi-hop ad hoc cognitive radio networks, where channel access should be
performed in a completely distributed way by the SUs, cooperation between SUs is hard to achieve
and data delivery support constitutes a challenge networking task. Hence, emerging needs appear in
terms of utilizing connectivity opportunities and adapting communication to the constant changes
in the networks.

1.2.2 WSONs’ peculiarities and challenges
In all types of WSONs, the main network dynamics emerge from a variety of sources, such as mobility
(that also affects link reliability), limited and variable capacity of wireless links, resource constraints,
resource failures, and the spontaneous nature of the topology. Some additional peculiarities of WSONs
include the possible lack of geographical positioning infrastructure, reliance on node cooperation, and
high heterogeneity in resources or in traffic types, as detailed hereafter:

• Distributed nature: The lack of a centralized management requires autonomous operation of nodes.
This asks for local coped decisions through simple neighborhood consensus, in order to limit com-
munication overhead. Hence, WSONs solutions should rely on node cooperation, where information
and management responsibilities should be completely distributed among the nodes in the network;

• Varying and unreliable links: Variables such as obstructions, interference, environmental factors,
and mobility make determining connectivity a priori difficult in WSONs. Thus, the low link relia-
bility and its possible asymmetry require that solutions designed for WSON be fault tolerant and
adaptable to connectivity changes;

• High heterogeneity: In WSONs, it is likely that nodes are heterogeneous in their resource charac-
teristics (such as memory availability, computation capacity, and transmitting power) and type of
generated traffic. This requires solutions considering different bandwidth constraints and varying
operating conditions of nodes (e.g., in terms of resource limitations);

• Constrained resources: WSONs participants often have limitations in memory, processing, and
above all power. In this case, optimized solutions are strongly required to limit energy consumption
and communication overhead. This also asks for (1) local coped decisions and (2) the distribution
of information and management responsibilities among the nodes in the network;

• Security vulnerability: Due to their infrastructure-free and non-authority capabilities, WSONs are
inherently insecure. In addition, transmissions are generally in broadcast mode, which opens the
possibility for unauthorized nodes to listen to the traffic. Malicious nodes can then perform attacks
in a much easier way.

• Flexibility in route selection and dynamic-network management: Node dynamics imposes changes on
the topology, which in turn, implies more complex management algorithms for topology maintenance
and routing. For instance, the dynamic nature causes routes to be unstable and make routing
a resource-greedy operation: The more distant the corresponding node, the more expensive the
communication. In this way, flexibility in route selection and simpler dynamic-network management
are required;

• Communication paths determined by physical location: Due to the wireless link properties of
WSONs, neighborhood is imposed by the physical location of nodes. Solutions should then rely on
nodes’ physical immediate neighbors for communication. Additionally, nodes mobility may require
the use of opportunistic communication, where the monitoring of nodes’ encounters and/or chang-
ing network conditions (e.g., link quality) is required for inferring resource management and/or
forwarding decisions.

• Data-centric abstraction: Following the application requirements, some WSONs (e.g., WSNs or
DTNs) have stepped away from the Internet’s point-to-point address-centric communication model
and have adopted data-centric abstractions. In the data-centric paradigm, the nature of the data is
more important than the identity of the source. In particular, routing decisions are taken primarily
based on the type of data. This model of communication clearly favors in-network data processing
and aggregation, in addition to imposing changes in the way routing and storage are performed in
the network.

This is by no means an exhaustive list. These WSONs peculiarities have a direct impact on robustness,
reliability, performance, and lifetime of the services to be offered in such networks. For instance, mobility
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implies a dynamic topology, which, in turn, implies more complexity for location management, topology
maintenance, and routing. Therefore, WSONs require adaptive services that can handle such changes,
which is the topic of next section.

1.2.3 Adaptive services
Adaptivity provides high flexibility under different operating conditions but, poses significant challenges
in terms of the design of such services. We define here a space of adaptation services based on different
network dynamics. We categorize these services as core and network-level services:

• Core services. They are defined here as services that deal with network dynamics at the node
level, where nodes govern their operation based on changes. We classify location management,
neighborhood discovery, and resource management as core services, as they allow nodes to monitor
and adapt to changing local conditions, and thus, to continue their participation to the network.
Essentially, we consider the location, the neighborhood, and the available resources of a node, as
the main factors that affect the node communication capability in the network. Clearly, a static
network would not require location updates to maintain network connectivity. Similarly, if all nodes
are tethered, have high CPU power, high bandwidth and no memory constraints, then there is also
no need for resource management. In contrast, scenario context and external conditions may affect
nodes and their wireless links and hence, call for adaptive services. For instance, mobile users in a
campus environment (i.e., context) may require a location management or neighborhood discovery
solution to facilitate communication. In this way, several network-level services can be built upon
these core services, where routing, topology management, and data dissemination are the most
straightforward examples.

• Network-level services. They are defined here as services that require collaboration from nodes to
perform a specific task for the network and thus, adapt to changes on how nodes relate to each other.
The network-level services typically rely on the core services. We categorized network-level services
as topology management, routing and forwarding, and data management (e.g., data dissemination
and data collection).

Additional categorizations are also possible. Services can be categorized based on whether they need
implicit or explicit feedback [15]. Services that work with implicit feedback require a built-in functionality
of passive monitoring and deriving information about the current conditions. For instance, a node can
monitor the data traffic of its neighbors and based on the received signal strength in the monitored period,
make decisions about whether its neighbors are moving or not. On the other hand, services that rely on
explicit feedback require external support for providing such information in a pull/push-based manner.
For instance, to monitor its neighborhood, a node might collect periodic hello messages from its neighbors
and depending on these messages make decisions about neighbors’ presence. Based on our example, a
node relying only on passive monitoring might conclude wrongly that a neighbor has moved away, while
the node is still in the given neighborhood but currently not sending any data. Hence, implicit feedback
can only provide local and less accurate information through passive monitoring, which further might be
difficult to interpret. On the other hand, although explicit feedback provides more accurate information,
it has the disadvantage of higher overhead as well as requiring some sort of external support (e.g., nodes
should know they should be sending periodic hello messages).

Furthermore, we can categorize services onto ones that adapt periodically and ones that adapt on-
demand [15]. A periodic adaptive service regularly assesses the operating conditions and adapts if needed.
In contrast, an on-demand adaptive service may trigger some changes when a performance parameter
drops below a value or when more resources are discovered, characterizing an event-driven adaptivity to
varying conditions.

Figure 1.1 depicts our categorization for adaptive services.

1.3 Contributions on adaptive services
As can be noted with the previous descriptions, WSONs have intrinsic characteristics and consequently, re-
quire particular solutions that set them apart from traditional “graph-based” networks. More specifically,
the basic shift of paradigm between traditional networks and WSONs is related to the communication
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Figure 1.1: Categorization of adaptive services.

characteristics. Besides, each WSON has its own particularities, requiring adaptive solutions oriented to
their characteristics, involved deployment scenario, and application.

Influenced by such observations, my research interests after my PhD focused on the different types of
wireless self-organizing clouds expected to appear at the edges of the Next Generation Internet and tuned
to their new requirements. The research activities I have been performing involve efforts to provide both
adaptive core and network-level services for WSONs. Hereafter, I summarize such efforts, while detailing
the provided types of services in each defined category. Fig. 1.2 also shows the classification of my research
contributions (and of my colleagues) according to these categorized services.

1.3.1 Core services
We classify core services in location management, neighborhood discovery, and resource management,
which are briefly described hereafter. For a more detailed survey, please refer to our work [12].

• Location management: In WSONs, network dynamics is the key characteristic that affects the
location of nodes. Therefore, location management is the key to adapt the network behavior in
face of changing conditions. We classify the adaptive location management approaches as: (1)
Dissemination-based approaches, which distribute the location information throughout the network
in an unstructured way [16, 17], and (2) Rendezvous-based approaches, which rely on specific
rendezvous points to publish the location information of each node in the network [18, 9].

• Neighborhood discovery: The execution of most network operations demanding nodes coordination
(e.g., routing or topology control) in WSONs requires knowledge of neighbors. In WSONs, network
topology may change over time, requiring nodes to continuously discover or keep track of other
nodes within their communication range. When considering single channel neighbor discovery, the
literature offers approaches that are probabilistic [19] or deterministic [20] and that are based on
active discovery methods (i.e., request feedback of neighbors) or have to control the transmission
of discovery messages. In the multi-channel category, most neighborhood discovery strategies are
passive, i.e., only schedule the listening periods of nodes, and take benefit of the periodic beacon
transmissions of the MAC [21, 22, 23].

• Resource management: In the literature, the majority of resource adaptive approaches focus on
one particular resource, among which energy is the most commonly studied. Energy management
in WSONs is mainly focused on the energy consumption of the wireless network interface as it is
one of the main consumers. We categorize the current adaptive approaches to energy management
as (1) Adaptive communication approaches, which rely on transmission power control to reduce
the transmission power level and on rate control approaches to save the time spent in communi-
cation [24], and (2) Adaptive sleeping approaches, which rely on finding a duty cycle that fits the
current network traffic [25].

Concerning core services, my performed research activities relate to the provision of: location [2, 8, 9]
and neighborhood discovery services [21] (cf. Fig. 1.2). In terms of location service, the provided solu-
tions concern the ones designed during my PhD, which rely on explicit feedback and perform on-demand
adaptation. Neighborhood discovery services were considered during the time I spent working as an in-
vited researcher at TU-Berlin (from Nov. 2009 to Oct. 2010) in Germany. In our neighborhood discovery
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Figure 1.2: Classification of research activities according to the category of provided services.

work, we focused on scenarios involving wireless personal area networks (WPAN), such as: body sensor
networks requiring health- and wellness-related patient monitoring or situations requiring opportunis-
tic message propagation. We have investigated optimized discovery of IEEE 802.15.4 static and mobile
WPANs operating in multiple frequency bands and with asymmetric beacon intervals. Our solutions,
named Opt and Swopt, deal with the asynchronous and multi-channel fast discovery problem [21]. Such
solutions rely on explicit feedback and perform periodical adaptation.

1.3.2 Network services
Due to page limitation, the remaining of this document is, however, devoted to the research I have been
conducting around adaptive network-level services, which I roughly classified as topology management,
data management, and routing and forwarding. Fig. 1.2 locates my research contributions (and of my
colleagues) according to this classification. Such works were performed during the time I have been
working at INRIA, as a Post-Doc (2005-2006, INRIA Rennes) and later as a Research Scientist (2006-).

The network-level services are briefly described hereafter, but a more detailed description can be
found in [12].

• Topology management: Topology management can be defined as shaping the network topology to
achieve a certain objective, such as better connectivity, fault-tolerance, or energy management. The
network topology can be modified (1) through node adaptation (e.g., by imposing a hierarchy in
the network through clustering [26] or removing nodes from the network graph by powering them
off [27]); (2) through link adaptation (e.g., using transmit power control [28], smart directional
antennas [29], or intelligent channel assignment [14]); and (3) controlled mobility (e.g., in actuator
sensor networks), which affects both the presence of nodes and links, as well as the quality of links
in the network graph [30, 31].

• Data management: Data is an important element in any computer network. We classify data
management approaches according to the following tasks: (1) data collection, where data flows
originated in the network are directed towards an external entity responsible for collecting the data
(e.g., gathering of monitored data) [32, 33]; (2) data dissemination, where data flows are directed
towards the network (e.g., node configuration, distributed data storage) [34, 35, 36, 37]; or (3) data
processing, where data flows are manipulated within the network (e.g. data compression) [38] in
order to prepare them for data collection or dissemination.

• Routing and forwarding: Any routing protocol for WSONs can be defined as a composition of three
fundamental architectural blocks: identification, location, and forwarding [39]. The ultimate goal
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is then the effective transmission of data, implemented by the forwarding scheme, which dictates
the quality of the selected route. We classify the routing approaches in the literature according
to the factors that drive their adaptation: (1) Mobility, which groups proactive, reactive, and
hybrid approaches intended for connected networks [40]; (2) Connectivity opportunity in scenarios
with intermittent connectivity, which meets the challenges of DTNs and groups controlled flooding,
utility-based, and social-behavior-based approaches [41, 42] and (3) Energy consumption, which
groups approaches using energy management as a core service [43].

In particular, my main concern in the context of network-level services has been the provision of
adaptive networking support for successful data exchange/delivery in the WSONs. According to the
WSON application type, successful data delivery might involve: network topology’s shaping, collection
(e.g., by mobile infrastructure nodes), forwarding, or dissemination. Such data delivery activities might
also relate to different way of communication (such as n to 1 – as in WSNs –, 1 to 1, or 1 to n)
and interaction patterns (such as static-to-static, static-to-mobile, mobile-to-static, or mobile-to-mobile
interactions) between network nodes.

To count such communication diversities and the problem of successful data delivery in WSONs, I have
been considering flat and two-tier networking support solutions. The first case only requires cooperation
between nodes in the network. Instead, the two-tier support consists of enabling placement, refinement,
and/or repositioning of infrastructure nodes as the network evolves depending on the (i) mobility patterns
of nodes, (ii) traffic characteristics, as well as (iii) conditions of the infrastructure nodes (e.g., remaining
battery lifetime, buffer capacity).

The Table 1.1 places my research work (and of my colleagues) according to the different types of
interaction patterns and networking support type of WSONs. It is worth mentioning that adaptive
support for successful data delivery has been the main concern of all these works. The specific topics I
chose to discuss in this manuscript are in bold.

Table 1.1: Positioning of my contibutions considering WSONs networking support.

Interaction Networking support type
Patterns Flat Two-Tier

static-to-static VINCOS/NetGeoS [26, 44, 45], SAND [27], ProFlex [46]
Energy-aware cost functions [47, 48],
FairMix [35, 49, 34], RESIST [50]

static-to-mobile Random Walk-based approach [51], DEEP [32], –
Supple [33], Trajectory design for

efficient zone coverage [31]
mobile-to-mobile Seeker [52, 41], ZAP [14, 53], Cover [30], VIP delegation [36, 54],

GrAnt [55], SURF [56] Collaborative data collection [37]

1.4 Outline of the manuscript

The remainder of the manuscript is composed of four chapters. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present my con-
tributions according to the three groups of previous mentioned network-level services, i.e., topology
management, data management, routing and forwarding. Due to page limitation, I do not get into their
details. Instead, in each chapter, I present the motivations and main ideas of my contributions and
try to give a global picture of the studied problem and involved challenges. In order to concentrate on
the characteristic’s description of the proposed protocols, I deliberately choose not to present any perfor-
mance result. Nevertheless, all the presented protocols were validated under simulation and/or under real
experimentation (in the case of the neighborhood discovery service described in [21]). For more details
on each of the proposals, the reader is invited to refer to the respective publications. In Chapter 5, I
summarize the presented research activities and list a number of perspectives for future work.

It is worth to mention that some of other contributions that are related to the research presented in
this manuscript could not be described. Nevertheless, a complete view of my research activities can be
found on my personal webpage at https://sites.google.com/site/alinecviana/.
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The research contributions presented in this chapter concern topology management services performed
through node adaptation and controlled mobility.

Although not detailed here, we have also conducted work on topology management through link
adaptation, where a channel assignment strategy is proposed for cognitive radio networks. In our pro-
posed ZAP protocol (in collaboration with P. R. Walenga Junior, M. Fonseca, A. Munaretto, and A.
Ziviani), a simple heuristic for channel distribution among cognitive radio users is performed based only
on local (neighborhood) knowledge, with the goal of mitigating the interferences among simultaneous
transmissions. More details concerning its design and evaluation are available in [14, 53].

2.1 Topology management through node adaptation

The topology of a network can be most easily modified by imposing a hierarchy over the network
through clustering or by powering nodes off. In general, such modification process allows better ad-
dress assignment, bandwidth utilization, and energy consumption, as most communication remains lo-
cal. In this section, the protocol SAND (Self-Organizing Active Node Density) [27] and the systems
VINCOS (VIrtual Networked COordinate System) and NetGeoS (Networked Geometric Structuring ap-
proach) [26, 44, 45, 57, 58] are presented, which are related to energy-conserving topology management
and geometric self-structuring of nodes in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). They all provide flat network-
ing support solutions (where the adaptation required in the topology management process is performed
by the sensor nodes) and rely on with explicit feedback on-demand adaptive service.

The considered context is an area monitoring application, which is one of the most typical applications
of WSNs. Area monitoring consists in deploying a large number of sensors in a given geographic area, for
collecting data or monitoring events. It is not unusual that in this situation, human intervention is not
feasible. Sensors are then thrown in mass, for example from a plane, and must be able to form a network
and to operate in a decentralized self-organized manner, maintaining connectivity and area monitoring
as long as possible.

2.1.1 Energy-conserving topology management
(Publication [27]. In collaboration with E. Le Merrer, V. Gramoli, A.-M. Kermarrec, and M. Bertier)

Mechanisms for energy optimization in WSNs constitute an important requirement. The sensor
network lifetime is defined as the period during which the routing fidelity and the sensing fidelity of the
network are guaranteed. Guaranteeing sensing fidelity means that any monitored stimulus in the area
will always be sensed by at least one sensor. Routing fidelity means the existence of a path between any
sensor node and at least one base station. Our goal in this work was then to leverage node redundancy in
WSNs to reduce and distribute the computational and communication energy consumption of the network
between sensors. To this end, we proposed a simple and adaptive energy-conserving topology management
scheme, called SAND (Self-Organizing Active Node Density). SAND significantly extends network lifetime
by reducing nodes activity. It is fully decentralized and relies on a distributed probing approach and on
the redundancy resolution of sensors for energy optimizations, while preserving the data forwarding and
sensing capabilities of the network.

Some topology management techniques in the literature [59, 60], have similar goals to those of SAND:
they trade network density for energy savings while preserving the forwarding capacity of the network.
Nevertheless, they do not exploit the absence of traffic in the active sensing state. On the other hand, some
approaches have been proposed for exploiting the area coverage problem in sensor networks [61]. These
solutions assume, however, that the sensors are aware of their own positions; generate high communication
overhead; or require nodes to memorize the positions and the decisions of their neighbors in order to make
appropriate monitoring decisions. In SAND, however, nodes need a small amount of information (e.g.,
only a partial neighborhood discovery) and perform a low processing overhead to take their activity
decisions, while no positioning is required.

9
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We considered that during network lifetime, sensor nodes can alternate their energy consumption
between four states: (1) sleep, where all hardware components are powered off, (2) sensor-only, where
only sensor and some pre-processing circuity are powered on, and (3) gateway and router-sensor, where
all hardware components are powered on. No node location information is required. We explore den-
sity determination by assuming that nodes communicate only by 1-hop broadcast toward nodes in their
neighborhood, corresponding to their transmission range. SAND performs then the energy-aware topol-
ogy management by controlling the routing and the sensing fidelity during the network lifetime. Such
fidelity control is described in the following.
Routing fidelity: The forwarding nodes distribution is performed in two consecutive phases. The
first one distributes nodes in router-sensor state uniformly in the network. The second one consists in
connecting close router-sensors by selecting nodes to switch to the gateway state.

In particular, in SAND, the router-sensor nodes periodically send Hello messages containing their
current state and identifier (as a tie breaker), and a timestamp ts, at each ∆ > 2δ, where δ is an upper
bound on the communication delay between any two nodes in the same neighborhood. Observe that we
do not focus on specifying the message retransmission in case of collision; we rather assume that this is
implemented at a lower layer. The timestamp ts of node i informs how long i has been in the current
state. Each sensor-only node in the network checks if there is a router-sensor node in its immediate
neighborhood, by listening during a timeout Ton with Ton > ∆ + δ. If no router-sensor node is detected,
then the sensor-only node becomes a router-sensor node. If a router-sensor node detects the presence
of another router-sensor node in its transmission range with a higher timestamp than its own, it comes
back to the sensor-only state.

As a router-sensor has no other router-sensor in its area so the first phase guarantee only a good
distribution of router-sensor, the second phase elects gateways to connect them. A sensor-only node
becomes gateway if it detects two routers and no gateway with a lower timestamp than its own and that
already makes a link path between those two routers. A gateway node informs with a period ∆ about
the routers it sees. If a gateway detects an other gateway which connects the same router-sensor and
with a higher timestamp than its own, it comes back to the sensor-only state.

In summary, SAND presents two interesting properties borrowed from graph theory. First, to help
routing to a sink node, each node is in the neighborhood of a router-sensor node or is itself a router-
sensor node. Second, to prevent energy consumption waste, a subset of nodes becomes router-sensor
nodes. There are solutions for related problems known as vertex cover and minimal dominating set,
which guarantees activated sensors to form such a set. The minimality problem of the aforementioned
solutions might involve many state changes each time a router-sensor crashes. Here, we rather ensure that
the sensor-router nodes satisfy both domination and independence properties. This helps at reducing,
yet making it sufficient, the number of router-sensor nodes, while this number has not to be minimal.
Roughly speaking, the router-sensor nodes satisfy (i) dominance: all nodes are either router-sensor or a
neighbor of a router-sensor and (ii) independence: no router-sensor node is a neighbor of another router-
sensor node. For a proof on the convergence of the algorithm to a configuration verifying both properties
under system stabilization (i.e., dynamic events stop), we invite the reader to refer to [27].
Sensing fidelity: SAND allows the control of the sensor-only nodes resolution in each target area,
while performing the sensing load distribution among nodes. To this end, router-sensor nodes are in
charge of selecting nodes to switch to sleep or sensor-only state. This selection depends on the envisaged
reliability degree of the monitored area. Thus, nodes that are for a long time in the sensor-only state
will be selected to switch to sleep state, and vice versa. Each sensor-only node periodically turns on its
radio and sends Hello messages containing its current state and its estimated lifetime (el). Nodes in
sleep state also periodically turn on their radio, but never send messages.1

Upon reception of el of sensor-only neighbors, router-sensor nodes compute the average (by considering
the el of the last switched-to-sleep nodes too) and the standard deviation (by considering only the
sensor-only nodes that have lower el than the resulting average). Finally, router-sensor nodes send 1-hop
“switch-to-sleep” order messages to sensor-only nodes that have their el level lower than the resulting
standard deviation. The switch of sensor-only to sleep state is performed as soon as another sensor-only

1We assume their estimated lifetime is the same of the last el sent when they were in the sensor-only state.
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node appears in the monitored area. Sensor-only nodes also turn on their radio if any local collected data
has to be transmitted to the sink (e.g., in case of full memory resource).

Router-sensor nodes also control the switch from sleep to sensor-only states, by sending
“switch-to-sensor” order messages. In this case, nodes in the sleep state switch to the sensor-only
state if they have (1) their radio turned on and (2) their el level is higher than the computed average.
In addition, like sensor-only nodes, nodes in the sleep state with the radio turned on, verify their router-
sensor node connectivity. If no Hello message from a router-sensor node is received, a sleep node becomes
a sensor-only node and then, based on the SAND bootstrap procedures, can switch to the router-sensor
or gateway state.

Finally, we claim that a sufficient density of sensor nodes will provide enough gateway candidates to
ensure the connection between two close router-sensors. SAND does not determine the optimal minimum
number of forwarding nodes to maintain sink connectivity, ensuring then, that there are several paths
between any node and at least one sink. This redundancy makes the routing fidelity more resilient to
failures. We have conducted a number of simulation experiments using a discrete time-based engine. Our
experiments show that SAND guarantees for a longer time, (1) the existence of paths between any sensor
node and at least one sink node in the network and (2) the correct sensing of stimulus in a monitored
sensor network. SAND improves considerably network lifetime proportionally to node density, at the
price of the slightly increasing paths length from sensor to sink nodes.

2.1.2 Geometric self-structuring topology management
(Publications: [26, 44, 45, 57, 58]. In collaboration with G. Trédan, A.-M. Kermarrec, A. Mostéfaoui, M. Raynal)

Self-structuring refers to the ability of a set of distributed nodes to allow a specific structure to
emerge from scratch, while requiring as few as possible specific initial information or service (such as the
number of nodes, their geographical position, the existence of a global positioning system, the existence
of local landmarks, etc.). Self-structuring is an important dimension of a system autonomy (especially in
terms of scalability issues), where common operations such as forwarding, load balancing, leader election,
or energy consumption management are required [62]. An example of self-structuring in this kind of
networks includes the partitioning of an area in several zones for monitoring or organization purposes, as
shown in Fig. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b).

The complexity of a self-structuring mechanism strongly depends on the amount of knowledge that
is initially provided to nodes in the network. If any node in the system has a complete knowledge of the
system, structuring the network is trivial. Otherwise, if nodes are only aware of their own neighborhood,
ensuring that a given structure emerges from individual decisions is challenging. In short, the autonomy
degree of a networked system is inversely proportional to the external knowledge required to structure
the network. It is, however, crucial to come up with a reasonable trade-off between autonomy and
overhead. To counter these issues, we presented a robust structuring mechanism, named Networked
Geometric Structuring (NetGeoS). NetGeoS leads to geometric organization that can be deployed from
scratch in a networked system where the initial knowledge of each node is limited to its own identity and
communication range. Nodes can then be assigned to different adaptive behaviors based on the established
organization. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first geometric structuring autonomous system
deployed upon those conditions in the literature.

The organization laws dictated by NetGeoS are motivated by the “divide and conquer” paradigm,
allowing nodes to get different adaptive behaviors based on the established organization. Nevertheless,
network structuring becomes a very challenging goal, as soon as neither positioning referential, boundary
delimitation, nor density distribution is provided. One solution for this is to allow the nodes to access a
virtual coordinate system from which they can obtain a coordinate assignment, on top of which adaptive
behaviors can be designed. Virtual coordinates better reflect the real network connectivity, and can
consequently provide more robustness in the presence of obstacles. In addition, since virtual coordinates
are relative to physically close nodes’ neighborhood, they can tolerate more environment dynamism than
absolute geographic coordinates. Despite having clearly defined outlines and presenting good approxima-
tion solutions, previous work on virtual coordinates [63, 64, 65, 17] are computationally- (and message)
costly, hardly practical in wireless sensor networks, or still require the nomination of well placed entities
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Figure 2.1: (a)-(b) Self-structuring example given by NetGoS and (c) A 3-dimensional (d = 3) virtual coordinate system
given by VINCOS system: (2, 4, 2) means that the corresponding node is at distance 2 of both the borders 1 and 3, and at
distance 4 of the border 2.

in the systems to work as anchors or bootstrap beacon nodes. Instead, we proposed the VINCOS system
for WSNs (described in the following), which does not rely on any anchors, position-aware landmarks, or
signal measurement.
From anarchy to virtual coordinates: A coordinate system provides each node with a “position”
that is both individual and globally consistent. In VINCOS, each node is initially configured with the
parameter d indicating the dimension of the coordinate system (number of coordinates). The virtual
coordinates of a node i are consequently a tuple (x1, . . . , xd), where xj is the projection of i on the jth
axis of the d-dimensional virtual space. The virtual d-dimensional space is defined as follows. The border
of the geographical area covered by the nodes is partitioned into d “segments”. This border segments
can have the same size or different sizes (we assume in the work that they have the same size). This
depends only on the algorithm and may easily be changed. Let us consider any axis j, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, of
the coordinate system. The coordinate xj is the length, in hops, of a shortest path from the node i to
the border segment j (i.e., to the closest node on that border segment). This is illustrated on Fig. 2.1(c)
through a simple example, where the virtual coordinates of three nodes are indicated.

As previously mentioned, the coordinate assignment of VINCOS depends on an accurate definition
of the border segments (i.e., the d segments dividing the border of the considered geographical area).
To define the border segments, VINCOS relies on a belt construction mechanism. The resulting belt,
defined as a set of border-belt nodes (nodes located at the perimeter of the area), is a connected structure
that (1) enables communication among border-belt nodes along two different paths; (2) allows an order
assignment to these nodes; (3) is one-hop wide; and (4) has proportional size wrt the network size2. This
ensures that, given the broadcast communication pattern, all message forwarded along the belt (complete
round) reaches every border-belt node.

Nevertheless, discovering a connected border at a low cost and in an accurate way is a challenge
task and requires the nodes being able to acquire some consistent knowledge of the network. VINCOS
provides nodes with a fully decentralized way of acquiring that knowledge. The protocol is composed of
four consecutive phases: (1) initiators detection, used to define the local “maximal” nodes from a density
point of view; (2) border score definition, used to identify perimeter bootstrap nodes; (3) border-belt
construction, used to identify border-belt nodes; (4) coordinates definition. The total communication
cost imposed by VINCOS sums up the cost of each phase (recall N is the total number of nodes of the
system, y and z are the numbers of initiators and perimeter bootstrap nodes, respectively, and d is the
size of the coordinate system): O((2 + y+ d) ∗N + 4 ∗ z

√
N). Similarly to communication cost, the total

expected convergence time is 2 + (2
√

2 + 4)
√
N interactions.

From virtual coordinates to geometric structuring: Geometric structuring can be defined as a
logical partitioning of the network into geographical zones for application-dependent purposes. Partitions
are then used to fulfill specific applications requirements or systems properties, for example. Formally,

2A too small belt could generate inaccuracies in the coordinate system resulting in many non-neighbor nodes being
assigned to the same coordinates.
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let K be the system nodes coordinate space (in our application, K ∈ Nd), and let p be the number of
partitions. Let ci and pi be the coordinates and the partition number of node i, respectively. Then
a geometric structuring function is a function f s.t. f : K → {0, . . . , p}, where f(ci) → pi. Let us
observe that such a definition allows any node to compute the partition number of any other node whose
coordinates are known: each node has a global foresight of the system layout.

To illustrate our purpose, consider the target-like partitioning, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a). This is a
straightforward structuring to achieve using d = 1. In this structure, each node gets as a partition
number, its minimum hop distance to the border (f : N → N): f(x1) → x1. This can be a useful
structure for tracking application for example, where all the inner rings could be set in sleep mode,
the only active partition being the border. Whenever a node from a partition p senses something, it
wakes up the partition p + 1, so that the network is gradually woken up. In another example, parallel
vertical or horizontal lines can be used to select well distributed nodes in the network to be responsible
for performing data aggregation or replication structure to be later visited by a mobile sink. For this,
consider the vertical line partitioning shown in Fig. 2.1(b), where each node i belongs to the vertical line
at each jv jumps, resulted from (f : N4 → {0, 1}): f(x1, x2, x3, x4)→ max(x1, x3) mod jv.

Full details on the algorithms related to the coordinate system and to the geometric structuring are
available in [26, 45] along with a simulation evaluation using a discrete event simulator. Simulation
results attest the accuracy of both the network coordinate system and the geometric structuring. The
structuring is surprisingly well achieved, yet, in a fully decentralized way, and regardless of the shape,
distribution of nodes and presence of voids in the network.

2.2 Topology management through mobility

In networks using devices with controlled mobility (e.g., sensor actuator networks), the ability to move
nodes creates a great potential for adaptivity as the network topology can be changed to meet deployment
requirements (e.g., network coverage) as well as improve network performance (e.g. latency or frequency
requirements) and fault-tolerance. In this section, the work related to the trajectory design for efficient
zone coverage [31] and the protocol Cover [30] are presented. Both contributions focus on the deployment
of solutions for zone coverage with mobile nodes, designed to periodically monitor a geographic area or
to cover mobile sensor nodes (targets). While the first solution relates to flat network support approach,
the latter relates to a two-tier deployment solution, where the adaptation required in the topology man-
agement process is performed by infrastructure nodes covering mobile sensor targets. Additionally, both
works rely on on-demand adaptive service and explicit feedback.

2.2.1 Trajectory design for efficient zone coverage
(Publication [31]. In collaboration with Marcelo D. de Amorim)

In this work, we have considered applications of mobile wireless sensor networks that require periodic
coverage. This means that readings should be performed following some predefined value fmin that denotes
the minimum frequency at which the whole target area must be sensed. Examples are temperature and
humidity control. In networks using devices with controlled mobility, the ability to move nodes creates a
great potential for adaptivity as the network topology can be changed to meet deployment requirements
as well as improve network performance and fault-tolerance. Other works in the literature have shown
why mobility is useful to increase coverage and to reduce energy consumption in relaying traffic [66]. In
this work, we considered mobile integrated sensor/actor network and focus, however, on how sensor/actor
nodes should move, in order to guarantee the coverage of all targets in the network in a timely and efficient
way. This is a difficult problem, as many constraints exist in order to deal with the latency and coverage
issues. The failure in visiting some target points result in data loss, while the infrequent visit of points
result in large delivery delays.

We proposed to address these requirements by using the mathematical concept of space-filling curves.
Space-filling curves guarantee the filling of a d-dimensional space by traversing every defined point in
the space once and only once, in some particular order. In particular, we explored the advantages of the
Hilbert space-filling curve [67]. The property of locality preservation of the Hilbert curve [68] leads to
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Figure 2.2: (a) Hilbert curve of order 2, where the grey area indicates the basic cell to be covered of order. (b) Hilbert
curve of order 4. Points A and B mark the maximum distance between any point on the curve and the border. (c) The
curve is of order 4 hosting 43 sensor-actor nodes. Straight arrows represent steps where nodes carry the reading, while curve
arrows show when nodes opportunistically send the reading to one of its neighbors.

better contacts and consequently, to better data forwarding opportunities. As detailed in our paper [31],
this is a fundamental property to reduce delivery delays. Hilbert space-filling curves have been used in a
number of other domains [69, 9]. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
takes advantage of this kind of curve to get cadenced target coverage.

The strict definition of the space-filling curve allows sensor-actors’ trajectories to be known in advance.
In order to keep our focus on the design properties of our approach, we considered a regular-shaped target
area without holes/obstacles. Once the Hilbert space-filling curve was chosen, we worked on how the
system should be designed to support the requirements of the application. For this, we have firstly
dimensioned the curve and then derived the number of sensors that are necessary to cope with fmin.

The first step computed the most adequate dimension of the Hilbert curve that respects our con-
straints. The first condition is that the curve must be dimensioned in such a way that, by visiting all
points defined in the space, the entire target area is covered. To this end, we computed the order θ of
the Hilbert curve (i.e., the number of required sub-squares or cells N that divide the area) required for
assuring a sensing coverage of radius rs in a square area of size L: θ =

⌈
log2

(
L
√

2
2rs

)⌉
(see Fig. 2.2(a)).

The N cells of the target area are traversed once and only once by the trajectory provided by the Hilbert
curve. For the reading frequency fmin to be respected, the maximum distance between two consecutive
sensor-actors with maximum speed v must be d = v

fmin
and the minimum number of mobile sensor-actor

nodes to be deployed in the area must be M =
⌈
D
d

⌉
=
⌈
fminL(N−1)

v
√
N

⌉
, where D is the length of the curve

and equals to D = L(N−1)√
N

(since the curve is composed of N − 1 segments of length equal to the side of
a cell l = L/

√
N).

Another important requirement is to deliver readings to base stations within some pre-defined max-
imum delay that corresponds to the validity period of the reading. The basic algorithm for a node to
deliver a measure to the sink is to store the reading until the sensor-actor reaches the border of the sensed
area: i.e., any point on the curve whose falls in the set B = {(0, y), (x, 0), (2θ − 1, y), (x, 2θ − 1)}. We call
this algorithm carry-and-deliver. Although simple, the carry-and-deliver algorithm has the inconvenience
of resulting in too long delays in the worst-case, named δ̂ (i.e., the longest distance between any point
on the curve and the border). In a Hilbert curve of order θ, this corresponds to the segment connecting
coordinates (ω/2 − 1, ω − 2) and (ω/2, ω), where ω = 2θ and equals to δ̂{θ} =

∑θ
i=2 22i−3,∀θ ≥ 2 (see

segment between points A and B in Fig. 2.2(b)). Note this longest distance grows exponentially with the
order of the curve.

To address this problem, we proposed the use of a opportunistic delivery coordination algorithm that
takes advantage of encounters between sensor-actors to reduce the average delivery delay of readings. At
each position on the curve, the node decides either to keep the message or send it to one of the neighbors.
More specifically, a node decides to send a message to a neighbor if and only if the distance from this
neighbor to the border is strictly shorter than the node’s own distance to the border. Opportunistic
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decisions are made on-the-fly by each sensor-actor and are based on their local neighborhood observation
(see Fig. 2.3(c)).

We have performed numerical analysis to evaluate the presented ideas. Through these analysis,
we have shown that this approach (1) guarantees the coverage of the entire target area, (2) limits the
number of required mobile sensors in the monitored region, and (3) bounds the delivery delay of readings.
Although our work is directly applicable in the context of square-shaped target areas, it raises interesting
issues that should be taken into account while generalizing the proposed concepts.

2.2.2 Adaptive deployment for pervasive data gathering
(Publications: [30]. In collaboration with T. Razafindralambo, N. Mitton, M. D. de Amorim, and K. Obraczka)

In this work, we have focused on scenarios where end nodes (or targets) being monitored/tracked are
mobile (such as vehicles, animals, humans, etc) and little a priori information about their mobility is
known. It is then critical to design efficient protocols to support pervasive “any time, any place” services
in these networked environments prone to connectivity disruptions. This is a fairly complex zone coverage
problem and constitutes the main focus of this work.

To meet the abovementioned challenges, we designed the Cover protocol, an adaptive strategy for
infrastructure node placement and (trajectory) control. Cover assigns geographical zones to mobile
infrastructure nodes. To this end, infrastructure nodes constantly check the number of targets they cover
and adapt their trajectory when necessary.

Area coverage has been investigated in the literature for a while. However, existing solutions have
been designed to cover static points/targets. There are mainly three categories of works that focus on
coverage optimization in the literature: 1) random deployment of sensors: which consists in a huge number
of sensors being randomly deployed with activity scheduling or power control techniques being used to
reduce the network density [70]; 2) off-line computation of sensor placements: which is based on network
performance, connectivity and area coverage [71]. The works presented in these papers give an overview
of possible off-line node placements and their coverage performances; and 3) sensor repositioning scheme:
which mainly focuses on the sensor (re)positioning or online placement [72]. Some similar approaches
to Cover also take advantage of node mobility to enhance the network connectivity [73] but in these
approaches, the mobility of target nodes is known and controlled. For the interested reader, a complete
state of the art has been provided by Younis and Akkaya [74].

This work relies on two-tiered architecture consisting of data-producing nodes (targets, named TN)
and infrastructure nodes (named IN) whose main function is to provide network connectivity support.
The main issue in such a context is then how to deploy and manage the mobility of the infrastructure
nodes in order to guarantee that all the target nodes are covered while respecting the application delay
constraints and balancing load. This means to guarantee that every TN meets an IN in a regular way
and that encounters cannot be spaced of more than some maximum delay.
Model and assumptions. We assume that the target area to be monitored is known and is a square
of size L × L. We divide this area into C cells of size l = L/

√
C. In this area, we deploy N mobile

TNs nodes and M INs. We denote vIN (resp. vTN ) the speed of INs (resp. TNs). The cell C defines
the minimum area that a static IN can continuously monitor. We consider IN has to monitor multiple
cells (i.e., M < C): Let Z(mi) be the number of cells in the zone covered by IN mi and T (mi) be the
number of TNs in these cells (i.e., the number of TNs monitored by mi). We also assume that there is
a maximum number of TNs Tmax that a single cell can accommodate, which limits the number of TNs
covered by mi to Tmax × Z(mi). Two INs are considered as neighbors if the zones they cover share at
least one border of size l. Fig. 2.3(a) illustrates one possible configuration for seven INs. In this example,
m2 has four neighbors (m1,m3,m4 and m6), while m7 has only two neighbors (m1 and m6).

By definition, TNs report to INs. An IN can retrieve data from a TN if and only if they occupy
the same cell at the same time. An IN computes its trajectory as a function of the set of cells it has to
monitor. INs have to regularly visit Z(mi) cells – we call the fact of visiting all cells of a zone a cycle
and define it as the coverage of the IN. We refer the frequency at which a IN visits a cell as fmin. Finally,
we assume that the time an IN spends in each cell is enough to retrieve data from at most a maximum
number of TNs Tmax.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Illustration of an area of 10 × 10 cells covered by 7 INs. The area covered by each of them is denoted by
the node’s identifier. (b)-(d) Example of zone evolution in time, with 9 INs and 250 TNs following a random walk mobility
model.

Whole coverage. At bootstrap, we assume that INs are uniformly distributed (cf. [75]). In this way,
the zone to cover, composed of C cells, is equally shared among INs. Since an IN can cover at most
Zmax cells, the system needs a minimum number of INs, Mmin, such that Mmin =

⌈
C

Zmax

⌉
. the number

of cells an IN can monitor (i.e., Z(mi) ≤ Zmax) has to be bounded with regards to the IN speed and the
required reading frequency fmin: i.e., Zmax = vIN

fmin
× 1

2l . Indeed, vIN

2fmin
represents the maximum number

of cells that an IN can cover during a cycle of duration 1
2fmin

. Given so, INs are assigned zones in a way
that: (1)

⌈
C
M

⌉
cells are assigned to (CmodM) INs; (2)

⌊
C
M

⌋
cells are assigned to (M − (CmodM)) INs.

Indeed, at bootstrap, every cell is covered by exactly one IN.
TN balancing. The goal of Cover is to balance the number of TNs per IN in order to balance load.
Each of the cells contains a certain amount of TNs. The number of TNs covered by IN mi has to tend
to an optimal value Topt = N/M in order to balance the load among INs. Indeed, if every IN covers Topt
distinct TNs, by definition, the whole set of TNs is covered and coverage sets are non-overlapping. The
Cover algorithm runs in a distributed way at each IN and balances the number of TNs covered by each
IN while ensuring the reading frequency and the coverage of the whole area. If the number of covered
TN by a IN is T (mi) > Topt + θ, this means that such IN monitors too many TNs. Cover than ensures
that a cell will be delegated to one of the neighbors of this overloaded IN. Cells are naturally delegated
one at once, till getting T (mi) < Topt + θ or having no neighbor IN able to receive an extra cell (refer
to [30]). When assigning a cell to a neighbor, an IN gives preference to cells that allow keeping its zone
connected and as compact as possible. By compact, we mean that the IN tries to minimize the size of
its border. Since at each step of the algorithm an IN delegates a cell if and only if another IN accepts to
monitor it, whole coverage is always guaranteed.

In [30], we showed through theoretical analysis and extensive simulations that (1) Cover converges
when the target nodes are fixed and (2) that the number of target nodes per infrastructure node is close
to the optimum at any time independently of the mobility pattern of the target nodes. The simulations
were performed using the WSNet simulator [76]. Since by construction, coverage is always provided and
reading frequency respected, we mainly focus on the quality of IN load balancing in the simulations.
Fig. 2.3(e) shows as example, the evolution of the zones distribution (represented by different grayscale)
among 9 INs at different simulation times, when 250 TNs with random walk mobility have to be covered.
Full details on the related algorithms and performance evaluation are available in [30].

2.3 Conclusion of the chapter

This chapter was dedicated to our contributions on the network-level services related to topology man-
agement. In this context, we have presented our contributions in terms of protocols and systems design
for topology management through node adaptation and controlled mobility. The works related to node
adaptation, i.e., SAND and NetGeoS, were based on flat solutions and on the idea of empowering sensor
nodes with the ability to allow a specific structure to emerge from scratch while guaranteeing the good
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execution of a certain network functionality (e.g., routing or sensing fidelity). The presented works related
to controlled mobility, i.e., Hilbert-based trajectory design and Cover, include flat and two-tier solutions
respectively, and were designed for improving the efficiency of zone coverage by taking profit of the nodes
mobility. In Cover, in particular, theoretical analysis and extensive simulations showed that the number
of mobile target nodes per infrastructure node is close to the optimum at any time independently of the
mobility pattern of the target nodes.

Although dealing with topology management through different approaches, the discussed contributions
were performed according to common design principles: simplicity, localized knowledge, autonomous
and distributed behavior. In particular, on-line deployment with limited overhead were always a main
concern in the approaches, where nodes were supposed to use a small amount of information (e.g. only
neighborhood discovery) and to generate a low processing overhead to take their activity decisions. After
evaluation, the proposed solutions showed to efficiently reach the envisaged performance goals under the
considered scenarios and applications. It is worth mentioning, however, that some assumptions need to
be relaxed: e.g., constant speed of mobile nodes, uniform distribution of sensor nodes, to cite a few.
In the Cover work, some of these issues are being considered in an extended version of the work (as
the delegation of more than one cell for convergence speed improvement and the use of more realistic
communication range among infrastructure nodes). Although no extension is foreseen for the other works,
learnt lessons and gained experiences on their design have always indirectly influenced my further research
activities.





3Adaptive data management services
In general WSONs, but especially in wireless sensor networks, data management turns to be an essential
design problem and must address challenges such as coordinating actions with other nodes and storage
capacity. In the following, we present our adaptive solutions for the tasks related to data collection and
data dissemination.

3.1 Supporting data collection

The most markedly function of WSNs is the possibility of perceiving what takes place in the physical
world in ways not previously possible. Thus, although being data an important element in any computer
network, it is in the context of WSNs that it becomes the central point of any protocol design. In
particular, data collection strategies guarantee the gathering of the sensed data by special nodes, called
sinks. We consider here scenarios of WSNs in which the sink node is mobile. The presence of mobile sinks
that can directly collect data from sensor nodes in a monitored area avoids the necessity for node-to-sink
path maintenance in the network and makes the network free to self-organize and to better respond to
changing conditions.

In this context, data collection is related to how the mobile sink gathers the monitored data made
available by the sensors in the network. In other words, depending on how data is stored in the network,
the sink may adapt its trajectory, by either following a predetermined trajectory with controlled mobility
(e.g., the sink must visit some predefined nodes to retrieve a representative view of the monitored area) [77]
or move freely in the network following an uncontrolled mobility pattern and still harvest a representative
view as long as it visits a minimum number of nodes, no matter which one. Data storage in the network
for later collection may be characterized as proactive, if the monitored data is proactively distributed and
stored throughout the network for being later retrieved by the mobile sink; or reactive, if data is sent
towards the mobile sink as a reaction for the detection of sink’s presence or queries.

The contributions presented in this section focus on proactive data storage strategies considering sinks
with uncontrolled mobility pattern. A key challenge in this context is how to effectively distribute and
store monitored data such that it may be retrieved later by the mobile sink that freely determine its own
trajectory while traversing the network. We intend to limit the load in each individual storage node and to
enable each node to determine its own group of storage nodes independently of other nodes without any
implication on the randomness of each group. Hence, the solutions we had looked for need to replicate
stored data in well selected storage nodes in a well balanced manner. This should enable the mobile
sink to gather a representative view of the monitored region covered by n sensor nodes by only visiting
a limited set of any m nodes, where m << n. To the best of our knowledge, we were the first to provide
solutions for such challenges. Additionally, we have also investigated and analyzed the trade-off between
the performance in data gathering and the performance in communication overhead of different strategies
of proactive data dissemination that allow the mobile sink to move in an uncontrolled way to harvest the
monitored data.

To achieve this, we have investigated different approaches: a Random Walk-based approach [51],
the DEEP [32, 78], and the Supple [33] protocols. Such works are related to flat networking support
solutions, periodical and explicit feedback adaptive service. They do not require a priori knowledge of all
network nodes, do not use multi-hop routing, or any mechanism to track the sink. Finally, they improve
data availability by replicating aggregated data in selected storage nodes in the network. In all studied
approaches, each node may act as a storage node for some other nodes in the WSN, but not for all of
them. The set of information that each node stores for other nodes (including for itself) is referred to
as partial view, of size s. By slight abuse of terminology, we interchangeably use the term partial view
both for the actual information stored at a given node p and for the IDs of the nodes whose information
is stored at p. Our goal is to ensure that the partial view of each node will correspond to a uniform
sample of the entire information (or entire set of nodes) in the system. This way, whenever the mobile
sink visits a given node, it can collect a uniform sample of the information of all nodes in the system. At
the following, I describe the DEEP and Supple approaches.
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3.1.1 Density-based proactive data distribution protocol
(Publication [32, 78]. In collaboration with M. Vecchioa, A. Ziviani, and R. Friedman)

This strategy is based on an efficient variable probabilistic forwarding strategy combined with a fixed
probabilistic storing strategy. We denote the resulting mechanism DEEP (Density-based proactivE data
dissEmination Protocol).

The variable probabilistic forwarding F is inherited from (is set according to) the RAPID–like dis-
semination mechanism [79], which employs a combination of density sensitive probabilistic forwarding
with deterministic corrective measures. In DEEP, however, we decided not to such corrective measures
due to its long latency and added communication cost. Essentially, the goal here is to ensure that there
will be a predefined average number of (re)transmissions of each message in each neighborhood. This
is obtained as follows: each node p that receives a message m for the first time, decides to rebroadcast
m immediately with probability F = min(1, β

|N(p)| ), where N(p) is the one hop neighborhood of p. The
parameter β is called the reliability factor and represents the average number of nodes in each one-hop
neighborhood that retransmit each received message m.

On the other hand, the storing probability S is fixed. In particular, we couple the above described
probabilistic forwarding strategy with a storing strategy by which every node that receives a message
carrying the data sensed by a given node stores this data with probability S. As we target partial views
of size s =

√
n, we have also set S =

√
n
n .

We study how specific values of β impact the obtained partial view’s size for both sparse (davg = 6)
and dense (davg = 24) network classes. The experiments have been done using a discrete event simulator
implemented in Matlab, with a simplified MAC layer, which includes message re-transmission (up to 6
retransmissions) and timeouts that are triggered when unicast messages are lost (we have adopted loss
rates equal to 5% and 10% for sparse and dense topologies, respectively). Results clearly show that the β
parameter can be used as a tuning knob to set the desired resulting partial view’s size distribution. Yet,
in order to obtain an average partial view’s size of s =

√
n (approximately 14 when the total number of

nodes is 200), β should be set to 3.8 in sparse topologies and 5.8 in dense topologies so that the resulting
partial view’s size distribution in each case matches the target average.

The communication complexity of this strategy depends on the network density and is determined by
the number of retransmissions each node performs. This results in a total communication complexity of
(F × n)× n = O( n2β

|N(p)| ).
As a reference point for comparison, we have used the a random walk-based approach [51, 80], which

ensure uniform distribution of the data. We have analyzed their data gathering efficiency, communication
message overhead, and data distribution quality. We have shown that while the random walk-based
approach is somewhat better than DEEP in terms of data distribution, the actual data gathering efficiency
ofDEEP is very close to the one provided by the random walk. Coupled with the fact that the probabilistic
data dissemination mechanism of DEEP is much more efficient than the random walk-based approach
in terms of communication overhead (i.e., DEEP generates about half less overhead), we conclude that
DEEP is the more viable solution among the two. This is especially true for sparse networks, when the
frequency of sending messages is low, and when the amount of sensed data reported in each message is
large.

3.1.2 Flexible probabilistic data dissemination protocol
(Publication [33]. In collaboration with T. Herault, T. Largillier, S. Peyronnet, and F. Zaïdi)

This section presents our flexible proactive data dissemination protocol, called Supple. Supple is based
on three phases described hereafter: neighborhood discovery, weight distribution, and data dissemination.
Tree-construction. In the first phase, Supple relies on a tree construction: A tree-based routing
structure T (G) initiated by a central-localized node in the network and that is at least binary. Let
n be the number of nodes in the tree T (G). The constructed tree T (G) embeds the connectivity of
the network and ensures that sampling a node according to a given distribution can be done with a
logarithmic number of hops. In particular, Supple requires a bootstrap phase where T (G) is constructed
using a cost metric propagated in 1-hop Hello messages, as in [81]. The constructed T (G) structure is
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Table 3.1: Comparison between Random walk-based, DEEP, Supple, and flooding approaches.

# rounds msgs per round total msgs mem. overhead additional overhead
RW-based r(s) n2

2
n2

2 · r(s) partial view’s size s mem. for RW
Supple r(s) n · log n n · r(s) · log n partial view’s size s 3 integers per node
DEEP 1 n2β

|N(p)| broadcasts n2β
|N(p)| broadcasts partial view’s size s mem. for flooding

Flooding 1 n2 broadcasts n2 broadcasts n mem. for flooding

thus, an aggregation of the shortest paths from each sensor to the central-localized node based on a cost
metric, which can represent any application requirement: hop count, loss, delay among others. Finally,
Supple can be adaptable to any kind of structure, the only requirement being the routing capability,
such as: Peernet [82] and Tribe [5]. Sensors use such a simple tree-based structure to perform weight
distribution among nodes.
Weight distribution. The second phase of Supple is the weight distribution. The flexibility of Supple
is given by the fact that the data distribution can be adapted to any target set (denoted by S). For this,
each node is assigned to a parameter W (i) that defines its weights in the network. Weights are initially
assigned to nodes based on an external criterion of storing nodes’ selection. For uniform selection, all
sensors will have the same weight and then, the same chances to be selected as storing node by another
node, e.g., W (i) = 1. On the other hand, if the criterion is a location-based selection only nodes at the
specified location will be used as storing nodes. For instance, if the criterion is a border selection strategy,
each sensor i located on the border of the network will have W (i) = 1 and W (i) = 0 if it is an insider
node .

The probability of sending data to a particular node i is given by the weight assigned to node i with
respect to the sum of all weights of storing nodes in the target set S. Once local weights are assigned,
nodes perform the weight distribution over the tree. The idea here is to initialize each node i ∈ S with a
triple (li,W (i), ri), where W (i) is the weight of the node i in the target set and li (resp. third component
ri) is the weight of the left (resp. right) subtree of i: i.e., for all left child j of i, li = lj +W (j) + rj (resp.
for all right child p of i, ri = lp + W (p) + rp). The complexity of the whole weight distribution process
is θ(n). Additionally, the weight distribution only requires a field of at most logn + log |W | bits in the
usual Hello packet. Finally, weights are used by sensors at the data distribution phase.
Data distribution. This phase ensures the properly data propagation at storing nodes. Considering
that nodes have the same local weight, this phase has to ensure a uniform distribution of nodes’ data
among the target set. The idea is the following. First, all nodes must send their data to the root of the
tree (i.e. the node that started the tree construction). When the root receives new data from one of
its children, it propagates it r(s) times to its children. In [33], we have proved that to obtain with high
probability, a partial view of size s, r(s) = n ln( n

n−s ) messages must be sent if s 6= n, or n lnn if s = n.
The propagation by the root is done according to the weights of its left and right subtree and also to

its own weight (in the case the root is also in the target set). Moreover, it must be noted that messages are
forwarded asynchronously, i.e., there is no reason for the root to finish the r(s) sequential data sending of
a node to start sending data of another node. The forwarding process naturally stops when the message
is received by a node whose left and right component of the triple equals to 0 (i.e., at the leaf level). At
the end of the data distribution, all nodes of the target set will have, with high probability, a partial view
of size s. This view is randomly composed by nodes’ data distributed according to the weights of nodes
in the target set. In the case weights are equal for all nodes, we naturally achieve partial view of size s
with uniformly disseminated data.

The complexity in term of messages of the whole process is O(n ·r(s) · logn): Each node sends its data
to the root, which implies in O(n logn) messages per node, and the root propagates each data r(s) times
through the tree (from the root to the leaves). In this way, Supple outperforms the message complexity
of the previously presented works. Table 3.1 summarizes such results. For the special case where the
partial view’s size s of nodes is limited to s =

√
n (i.e., s 6= n), we get r(s) ≈ nk

n−s ≈
√
n. This means

that for relatively small view sizes, there is a very little chance of getting collisions and that by only
contacting m =

√
n nodes in the target set S a sink can get a representative view of the whole data in the
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network (i.e., s ∗m =
√
n ∗
√
n = n). The communication complexity equals then to O(n ·

√
n · logn). In

this way, Supple allows an efficient data dissemination with an exponential improvement of the number
of messages compared to random walk-based [51, 80] approach and DEEP. For a full description and
analysis of the Supple protocol, we invite the reader to refer to [33].

3.2 Supporting data dissemination and/or delivery

Data dissemination strategies determine how data is propagated to destinations. It can also be used
to organize data in the network in order to be later gathered by a static or mobile entity, as the data
distribution strategies described in the previous section. Contrarily to the organization goals of the
previous discussed data distribution strategies, this section focus on information dissemination performed
in the context of wireless social or interest-based networks. To this end, we describe hereafter the
FairMix [35, 34, 49] and VIP delegation [36, 54] works, both relying on on-demand and explicit feedback
adaptive services. The first one relates to a flat network support approach, where all nodes collaborate
to a content-based distribution. On the other hand, the second work relates to a two-tier deployment
solution, where the data management in the network is performed by some specially selected nodes.

Before detailing such contributions, I would like to mention our contributions related to data dis-
semination in cognitive radio networks, corresponding to the PhD work of M. Rehmini, co-supervised
by S. Fdida and myself, and performed in-cooperation with H. Khalife. In particular, we designed and
evaluated SURF, a distributed channel selection strategy for improving data dissemination in multi-hop
cognitive radio ad-hoc networks (CRNs). SURF classifies the available channels on the basis of past PU
activities and of the number of cognitive radio SUs using the channels, and selects to use the best one in
terms of CR neighbors and lower PU activity. Full details on the SURF design are available in [83, 56]
along with a detailed simulation evaluation using the NS-2 simulator.

3.2.1 Content-based network coding to match social interest similarities
(Publication [35, 34, 49]. In collaboration with G. Karbaschi, S. Martin and K. Al Agha)

It is well known that network coding allows a multicast to reach the max-flow min-cut capacity in a
lossless wireline network [84]. Nowadays, there has been a recent interest in employing network coding
in multi-hop wireless networks since it allows to exploit natural advantages offered by shared wireless
medium (such as spatial diversity, broadcast nature of the medium and data redundancy) [85]. As widely
confirmed, by coding information in intermediary relays, network coding allows to improve throughput,
reliability, and robustness in comparison to traditional routing algorithms [86]. Indeed, since wireless links
cause packets to be spread about in a probabilistic manner, there is no reason to restrict information to
a path such as wireline networks. Rather, each node that is potentially a relay can encode the packets it
receives and sends them out. In such an approach, the concept of routing can be broken and the challenge
lies on how to mix the incoming packets. In this way, network coding can be classified into two classes:
inter-session coding where coding is allowed among packets belonging to different session and intra-session
coding in which coding is limited to packets belonging to the same session. The original works on network
coding show how intra-session coding improves the throughput of both unicast and multicast session in a
lossy wireless networks. However, it is also shown that in the case of existing multiple flows, intra-session
coding is not necessarily optimal [87] and in general inter-session coding across the flows is needed to
achieve optimal throughput [88]. In this work, we claim that the benefit of higher gained throughput in
inter-session coding happens at the cost of unfairness among users which are waiting for different data
flows. To the best of our knowledge, this work constitute the first effort in the literature in investigating
this unfairness issue.

In random linear network coding [89] (the coding coefficients are chosen randomly from a finite
size field – such as Galois Field), a whole block of K packets linearly mixed through coding at the
intermediate nodes in the network, requires the reception of K linearly independent encoded packets at
each destination in order to be decoded correctly. Therefore, each packet in the data block must wait
the reception of the whole block before it can be decoded, even if not all the packets in the block belong
to the same destination. Hence, no specific packet can be set apart from other packets. As a result, a
destination that is waiting for a single urgent packet, should wait to receive large enough encoded packets
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to recover all packets that are coded together. This may lead to a large unfair decoding delay for small
blocks in the presence of various block sizes. Looking from a service provision’s perspective, it makes
nodes demanding for few resources (e.g. few bandwidth – for destinations expecting few packets) being
penalized by high consuming nodes. Considering multi-hop and static wireless applications which require
transmitting heterogeneous files (e.g. video or music files) to dmultiple destinations, delay performance
may be critical to the satisfaction of the users. In this case, it is essential and extremely challenging to
deal with unfairness issues.

Our solution to alleviate the unfairness in decoding delay of inter-session network coding is called
FairMix. FairMix separately mixes the packets of any source to each destination. Besides of enjoying
from network coding advantages through mixing all the packets going to the same destination, FairMix
aims to make a distinct for decoding delay of each destination corresponding to the size of the data
blocks. We define the decoding delay as the difference between the time instant of sending the first packet
of a block and the time instant of receiving the last packet of the block at each specific destination. This
shows the completion time for transmitting one block to its destination.

FairMix can be interpreted as a fair intra-session network coding where each session is identified by
its end-point destination. Therefore, each node Ni maintains a virtual queue per destination dj , denoted
as Vdj

, which contains packets at Ni which are destined to dj . Once Ni has a transmission opportunity
it chooses a queue according to scheduling policy and generates an encoded packet across all the packets
in that queue (the impact of different scheduling policy on the FairMix performance has been explored
in [49]). As a result, throughout the network the linear equations of packets of each destination are
treated independently from other destinations. Hence, in FairMix, a destination di can decode a whole
block of Kdi =

∑|s|
j=1K

di
sj

packets upon receiving Kdi
(instead of K) independent encoded packets from

any relay nodes.
The decoding of data blocks is done at the destination nodes. Therefore, at each packet reception, if

a receiving node N is a destination, say di, it verifies if it is able to decode its whole data block, i.e., if it
has received the Kdi

si
innovative packets. If so, the decoded packets are delivered to the application layer

and an ack packet ack(di, I) is scheduled for transmission, according to any stopping mechanism (e.g., as
Immune or Vaccine protocols) being considered.

Using a custom time-based network coding simulator [90], we have studied and compared by simula-
tions the delay and fairness performance of FairMix and naive inter-session network coding, when applied
in a multi-hop and static wireless network [35, 49]. We evaluated the impact of: (1) data block size, (2)
number of sources, (3) scheduling policy, (4) finite field size in which coding symbols are generated, and
(5) forwarding mechanisms. We showed the benefit of FairMix in terms of fairness, specially in the case
that data block sizes destined to different destinations are not the same. Moreover, FairMix provided
considerable delay gains compared to naive network coding for destinations waiting for small block sizes
(see Fig. 3.1(a)). This last point is particularly interesting in providing different quality of services with
differentiated priorities since servicing the high priority traffic (such as urgent messages) separately from
ordinary traffics can be easily envisioned. Additionally, FairMix could be used as a content-based net-
work coding that aims to match the social interests similarities (i.e., same profession, hobbies, interests,
etc.) of people in a community. In this way, besides lower decoding delay, FairMix provides a more
adaptive-to-social-network coding for the users that are interested in different contents.

3.2.2 Offloading data in wireless social mobile networks
(Publication [36, 54]. In collaboration with M. V. Barbera, J. Stefa, M. D. de Amorim, and M. Boc)

Since the modern smart-phones have been introduced worldwide, more and more users have become
eager to engage with social applications and connected services. In such context, opportunistic wireless
social ad hoc networks are emerging a new alternative to provide wireless data access in urban areas.
These networks allow content sharing between wireless users without requiring any pre-existing Internet
infrastructure, by simply relying on short-range opportunistic communications (Bluetooth or Wi-Fi)
between wireless devices whenever possible. Nevertheless, communication in such opportunistic wireless
ad-hoc networks is challenging due to the volatility of contacts and is strongly impacted by human
mobility, which is driven by user social behavior. In this way, the nature of human interaction makes
data management in such networks challenging. Additionally, smart-phone owners are using an increasing
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Figure 3.1: (a) FairMix (FM) and naive network coding (NC) evaluation in terms of decoding delay in a 100-node network
with four randomly placed sources, varying loss rates and block sizes (from 2 to 110 packets). (b) VIPs c and f cover the
network after three time stamps.

number of applications requiring the transfer of large amounts of data to/from mobile devices.
We proposed VIP delegation, a solution to these problems based solely on the inherent social aspects of

user mobility. Our idea is to exploit a few, important users, called VIP nodes, that with their movements
and interactions are able to provide communication support to other users in the network. These VIP
devices would act as a bridge between the network infrastructure and the remaining of the network,
each time large amount of data has to be transferred. We focus here in delay tolerant applications.
Some examples of such type of applications that could benefit by these VIPs: collection of urban- or
participatory-sensing related data; distribution of large content to users by service/software providers
(e.g., software updates and recurrent security patches); free update of mobile software’s ad pools.
VIP delegation in a nutshell: The movement of smart-phone users is not random; rather, it is a
manifestation of their social behavior [91]. This movement, along with wireless interactions among users,
generates a social mobile network. The analysis of such mobility patterns and the understanding of how
mobile users “interact” (i.e., meet) play a critical role at the design of solutions/services for such kind of
networks. In general lines, this work investigated the following questions: (i) how to gain insights into
social mobile networking scenarios and (ii) how to utilize such insights to design solutions allowing data
management support in opportunistic mobile ad hoc networks.

In particular, though the number of network users can be very large, just a few of them have an
“important” role within the social graph induced by the encounters. The natural behavior of these VIP
nodes, which are considerably fewer than the rest of the network, can be a valuable resource in both
information dissemination and collection to/from the rest of the network. Motivated by the fact that
opportunities for users to exchange data depend on their habits and mobility patterns, our idea is the
following: Turn those few VIP nodes into bridges between regular users and the Internet, each time large
amount of data is to be uploaded/downloaded by these latter ones. In a word, the VIP would act as
delegates of the network infrastructure builder. When a VIP visits a user, we say that the user is covered.
Fig. 3.1(b) illustrates a network example at three different times: nodes {c,f} can serve as VIPs on behalf
of the others, as they have met by themselves from t− t0 to t = t3 the rest of the network.

Now the problem becomes the following: how to choose the smallest VIP set that with their natural
movement in the network cover potentially all users daily? As described in the following, we solve this
problem by presenting two VIP selection methods that rely on either a global or a local view of the
network.
Training period and social graph: The computation of VIP sets in a social mobile network requires
the so called network social graph. For this, we have observed users’ movement and meeting patterns
for a short period of 1 week. The length of such training period is not casual. Usually, our life and the
activities we conduct are organized on a week-base, mostly having a common routine repeated day by
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day. Such repetition also infers the common meetings generated by those activities. Hence, we were able
to generate a social graph G(V ;E), where V is the set of users and E is the set of social ties among them.
Social ties (edges) in the graph were strictly related to users’ contact frequency: A link exists between
two users if the number of times they meet is higher than a certain threshold, during the training period.
VIP selection methods: We defined the importance of a node in the network by applying to the
network social graph several well-known structural attributes in social network theory: betweenness
centrality, closeness centrality, degree centrality, and page rank (detailed in [36, 54]). We then proposed,
formalized, and evaluated two methods of VIPs selection:

• The global VIP delegation aims to select the smallest VIP set over the global social graph that is
able to daily cover the network through direct contacts with network users. For this, the nodes are
first ordered according to each of the earlier described social metrics, and then one of the following
VIP promoting ways is applied: (1) blind global promotion selects the top-ranked nodes not yet
promoted, till the network is covered; (2) greedy global promotion is a set-cover flavored solution:
The top-ranked nodes is promoted, nodes it covers are dumped and rankings on the remaining
nodes are re-computed. This is repeated till the network is covered.

• The neighborhood VIP delegation selects users that are important within their social com-
munities. We first detect social-communities using the k-clique community algorithm. Afterwards,
nodes are ranked according to the described social metrics. Then we start covering each community
by promoting its members to VIPs similarly to the global VIPs methods: (1) blind hood promotion
continuously selects the top ranked nodes not yet promoted in the community, till the network is
covered; (2) greedy hood promotion is a set-cover flavored solution applied to each community: The
highest-ranked member in the community is promoted, nodes it covers within the community are
dropped, and rankings are computed again in the remaining community graph.

Benchmark approach: In order to evaluate the efficiency of our strategies, we proposed a benchmark
approach that gives the optimal solution: 100% of user coverage daily, with minimum number of VIPs.
This benchmark serves only for comparison purposes, as it requires knowing the future to compute the
exact set of VIPs. It is obtained by abstracting our application scenario to a formal representation and by
finding a minimum out-dominating set under L-reduction (a Set Cover solution for the NP-hard problem
of the Minimum Dominating Set).

We evaluated the performance of the global and neighborhood VIP delegation methods in terms of net-
work coverage, by varying the number of VIPs chosen. For this, we use two real data-sets: Dartmouth [92]
(movement of students and staff in campus) and Taxis [93] (movement of cabs in San Francisco)– and
three synthetic datasets of the Cambridge Campus data-set generated with the SWIMmobility model [94].
We compare our solution with an optimal benchmark computed from the full knowledge of the system.
The results reveal that our strategies get very close to the performance of the benchmark VIPs: Only
5.93% page-rank VIPs against almost 4% of the benchmark’s set to offload about 90% of the network in
campus-like scenarios. Moreover, contrarily to the benchmark approach where a complete knowledge of
encounters in the network is required, all our methods rely on a short network observation period of 1
week, and select VIP sets that result small, efficient, and stable in time. In [36, 54], a full description of
strategies and analysis can be found.

3.3 Conclusion of the chapter

This chapter presented our contributions dealing with adaptive data management in wireless self-
organizing networks, where flat and two-tier networking support solutions were designed for data col-
lection and dissemination in such networks. In all the presented works, mechanisms prioritizing an
autonomous and distributed behavior only based on localized network information were considered.

The presented flat-based works providing support to data collection, i.e., DEEP, and Supple, have
focused on decoupling the data dissemination management from the mobile sink’s trajectory by uniformly
distributing data through well selected storing nodes in the network. DEEP and Supple approaches
showed to be much more efficient than the Random-Walk approach [51, 80] in terms of communication
overhead, while ensuring a data gathering efficiency very close to the best one provided by the Random-
Walk [51, 80]. In particular, Supple provides an exponential improvement of the number of messages used,
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when compared to Random-walk and DEEP approaches. The choice to use a tree, however, introduces a
high overhead of messages transmission to the root and its vicinity. In order to deal with this drawback,
another of our on-going work named ProFlex considers the construction of multiple data replication
structures, which are managed by more powerful nodes [46]. Due to page limitation, this work is not
detailed here.

It is important to mention here that clearly, if low latency is not required by the application (e.g.,
in continuous monitoring), the data stored in partial views as well as data transmitted between nodes
can be compressed (e.g., the algorithm in [95] reaches compression ratios up to 70% on environmental
datasets). This would reduce the network traffic and thus, prolonging the network lifetime. Compression
algorithms are, however, related to data processing task, which is orthogonal to our works.

In a second part of this chapter, the FairMix and VIP delegation contributions related to data de-
livery in the context of wireless social networks were introduced. Contrarily to the previous discussed
approaches, such works take into account the characteristics of the network social structure. This concerns
performing dissemination according to the social interests’ similarities of people or groups (or communi-
ties) in static social networks (i.e., in FairMix) or exploring the inherent social aspects of movements and
wireless interactions of users in mobile networks (i.e., in VIP delegation). Although to be in an initial
stage, such contributions allowed us to identify some interesting open research directions. We discuss
some of them in the following.

In the VIP delegation case, nodes selected as VIPs are supposed to have sufficient resources in both
battery and memory. To account for this issue, two propositions could be considered: (i) taking into
account the users’ traffic load at the delegates selection and use it to establish a maximum load threshold
per delegate and/or (ii) nodes selected as delegates could have their devices upgraded for “working” for the
network provider/application builder (considering the quite low number of selected VIPs by our strategies
to guarantee 90% coverage: 8% in SWIM, 5.93% in Dartmouth, less than 1% in Taxi). Additionally, two-
hop forwarding could be added to enhance the coverage and required numbers of VIPs provided by the
strategies. For instance, the traffic of 10% of network users that remain uncovered by our delegates could
be forwarded to two-hop distant VIPs, taking profit of the transitivity aspect (the probability that two
users have common friends) of human social networks.

Finally, concerning the FairMix work, our next steps include considering the possibility of tailoring
network coding for information dissemination in social mobile networks. The limited resources of hand-
held devices and their dense distribution prevent the use of pure-based flooding techniques, and suggest
the design of more efficient data propagation techniques. To this end, community detection and social
network analysis are the tools to help understanding the social structure of a community and thus
improving the information dissemination among the users. We believe the propagation benefits introduced
by network coding coupled with solutions able to detect and to adapt to connectivity variations in the
network, i.e., to nodes’ social interactions as well as to different content distribution paradigms, may result
in interesting dissemination approaches providing reliable and robust data delivery. These approaches
would dictate the behavior of a coding node in terms of “when and what to code”.
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In this chapter, we discuss the last remaining network-level service that drove my research work, which
is related to routing and forwarding services. The factors that drive the adaptation in these services are:
mobility, connectivity opportunity in scenarios with intermittent connectivity, and energy consumption.

My interest in this type of services started during my PhD thesis, when I designed adaptive routing
solutions providing scalability support in WSONs. Subsequently in 2007, in [48, 47] (PhD thesis of J.
Rahme, co-supervised by K. Al Agha and myself), we have considered adaptive routing solutions to
address energy consumption in WSNs. Nevertheless, because of space limitation, in the following section,
I decided to describe our adaptive forwarding works addressing connectivity opportunity and mobility in
delay tolerant networks. Such works (1) rely on on-demand and explicit feedback adaptive services and
(2) relate to flat networking support solutions. Before describing the designed adaptive protocols, I first
discuss the principles related to adaptive forwarding.

4.1 Adaptive forwarding principles
(Publication [52]. In collaboration with C. Sengul and R. Friedman)

Adaptive forwarding aims at achieving high reliability and timely delivery with an acceptable overhead
under different conditions. Clearly, these goals can be contradicting. The simplest way to achieve high
reliability and timely delivery is epidemic routing [96]. However, the good performance comes with a high
cost. Furthermore, if buffer and bandwidth constraints are taken into account, this performance might
not be realized in practice. For instance, in a highly dense network with low mobility, epidemic routing
might incur too much overhead, degrading also reliability. Another immediate solution that comes to
mind to reduce the overhead is to always relay through the node that is likely to meet the destination first.
Nevertheless, keeping track of and disseminating all nodes that might eventually meet the destination
either directly or indirectly might be too costly. Furthermore, approaches that try to reduce the cost by
selecting a few but good relays, for instance, by comparing the last meeting time with the destination or
contact frequency [97], might be too conservative and lose good forwarding opportunities in environments
with scarce connectivity. A less reserved approach that optimizes resource consumption might require a
control channel to maintain, for instance, the number of and location of replicas [98]. Hence, to strike a
balance, a protocol must be able to adapt.

Adaptive forwarding requires matching forwarding decisions to different network dynamics that occur
due to low node density, non-deterministic node mobility, or frequent end-to-end disconnections. Addi-
tionally, when there are no disruptions due to mobility, it should be possible to take advantage of this and
incur lower costs for higher reliability. Therefore, nodes need to learn from past observations: if a pattern
exists among past contacts, future contacts can be estimated. Such estimations would be invaluable for
managing message buffering and transmissions.

On the flip side, when predictions do not match future behavior, it is necessary to rewind bad for-
warding decisions to improve performance. Nodes should also operate in an opportunistic manner and
take advantages of new meetings. Hence, adaptive forwarding should not be too tied to predictions.
By rewinding decisions, nodes should be able to save messages, based on local observations and through
well-designed buffer management mechanisms. We assert this flexibility is the key to adaptive forwarding.

To counter these challenges, we present hereafter the Seeker [41] and the GrAnt [42, 55, 13] protocols,
two adaptive forwarding approaches that match forwarding decisions to different mobility and operating
conditions. For this, both protocols provide mechanisms to gather from network dynamics, information
describing how promising nodes are as relays. While Seeker is based on probabilistic forwarding decisions,
GrAnt suggests the use of deterministic decision rules.

Our network model assumes that nodes may exhibit different levels of mobility, including being dis-
connected at certain times. Nodes, including destinations, might be static or mobile and might have
limited buffer or bandwidth resources. Each node is able to communicate with a subset of neighbors
that are in its transmission range. We do not assume symmetric communication. Although it does not
affect correctness of the protocols’ operation, communication symmetry or duration of contact improves
the contact quality estimation. Nodes do not know their location or any topological information, such as
where the destinations are. Still, our objective is to design protocols that correctly propagate messages
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to destinations, thereby achieving high reliability and timely delivery with an acceptable overhead.

4.2 Seeker: a history-based randomized forwarding protocol
(Publication [41]. In collaboration with C. Sengul, R. Friedman, A.-M. Kermarrec, and M. Bertier)

Intuitively, Seeker operates as follows. When a node j receives messages from node i destined to node
m, j tosses a biased coin to decide whether to forward these messages or not (receiver-based forwarding).
The weight of the coin is based on the expected connectivity to m and corresponding connection quality.
That is, the more j believes it is on a good path leading to m, the more likely j is to carry and forward
the message for i. However, as typically connectivity and connection quality cannot be known ahead,
Seeker needs to make estimations and be able to recover from bad decisions. Seeker incorporates the
following four mechanisms to achieve adaptivity.

Contact history maintenance. Seeker decides which nodes may be promising relays observing net-
work dynamics. To this end, forwarding decisions are based on contact quality, which captures not only
contact frequency between two nodes [97] but also their communication quality (i.e., whether the nodes
agreed to carry messages for each other). This affects how long a message is buffered and allows Seeker
to consider different bandwidth constraints and operating conditions of nodes. Connectivity and contact
quality information is maintained at each node in a contact history: A node builds a contact history as
it meets other nodes in the network. Connections are detected by the reception of messages, while nodes
detect disconnections by monitoring silent periods. A node discovers a new contact when it receives a
message from that node. Seeker utilizes four types of messages: (1) the Data message to be sent to its
destination; (2) the Hello messages, which are periodically sent; (3) the Ack message, which is sent to the
previous hop by the destination only to confirm that the destination received the Data message and to
validate the connectivity quality to the destination for the previous hop node; (4) the Promise message
only indicates a contact’s willingness to forward the message (but does not guarantee it) and it is sent
by the next hop to the previous hop only.

As nodes detect connections and disconnections, they update their tables accordingly. In case the
contact history table is full, the new contact might replace an old contact with low quality value. Finally,
by not limiting the contact information to destinations, nodes are able to exploit transitive contacts. This
information is essential for nodes that never come into contact with a destination.

Estimating contact quality. Based on the contact history, nodes make simple estimations about
future meetings with their contacts. To evaluate contact quality, each node i calculates (1) the estimated
remaining time to meet a contact j, tij,wait and (2) the expected service quality from the contact j, cij,m
(i.e., the rate j responds with promise messages to data messages for destination m). Then, using tij,wait
and cij,m, a node i calculates a quality value for each neighbor j for a given destination m, denoted qij,m,

as follows: qij,m = e
−

ti
j,wait

ti
j

(k+1))P · cij,m. The estimated remaining time tij,wait equals tij,last + tij(k + 1))P − t
if j is not in contact with i, and 0 otherwise. Its normalization is performed in order to adapt to varying
time granularity with different mobility patterns, where (tij(k+1))P is the expected inter-contact meeting
time between i and j computed using an exponentially weighted moving average

Adaptive and opportunistic forwarding. Contact quality estimations drive the adaptive and oppor-
tunistic forwarding mechanism. Depending on their path quality to the destination of a message, nodes
only forward the message (in a broadcast mode) at a time when they expect to meet their best contact for
it. The adaptive forwarding mechanism decides if and when a message should be forwarded. In particular,
nodes in Seeker toss a biased coin (dictated by pi), to make forwarding decisions: pi = max{pimax, piavg

1
n },

where for all j, pimax = max qij,m, piavg =
∑
j q

i
j,m/n and n is the number of contacts. The goal here is

(1) to emphasize both quality and the number of contacts when computing pi and (2) to introduce some
randomness in forwarding, which helps learning and adaptation, especially when there is not enough
information on contact quality.

Nodes thus adapt their forwarding decisions, i.e. “forward” or “not forward”, to the current conditions.
If the decision is “not forward”, the message is still buffered for a short time to allow reevaluating decisions
and saving messages. If the decision is “forward”, the message is buffered until the next meeting time of
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the best recorded contact (e.g., due to more frequent sightings of the contact or better communication
performance). When this time comes, nodes locally broadcast the message to take advantage of other
nodes in the vicinity. As the message does not identify a next hop node, the responsibility of forwarding
the data is left to its receivers. Therefore, even if the message is not received by the expected contact,
it may continue its probabilistic propagation based on the node degree at the message sending time.
Our goal is to utilize the existent bias among different contacts for more reliable and resource-efficient
communication. Hence, messages are propagated to destinations in a headlight manner.

Seeker allows rewinding forwarding decisions based on the current observations to improve perfor-
mance and cost. Nodes reevaluate their forwarding decisions as follows: (1) the nodes that are in the
vicinity of the destination and hear the destination send an Ack, cancel the transmission of the message;
(2) if a node hears a threshold number of Promise messages for a data message, it reduces the number
of copies, x, it has to send by one. While rewinding a forward decision improves cost, rewinding a “not
forward” decision might improve performance. A node changes its “not forward” decision if it observes
no response for a message (i.e., a Promise or an Ack).

Buffer management. Buffer management in Seeker becomes important as it allows storing data in
the expectation of meeting a good contact and rewinding some forwarding decisions. Two different buffers
are used. Send and Quarantine buffer. The send buffer stores messages that are waiting to be sent: If
the node chooses to meet a better contact, the message is buffered until the meeting time of that contact.
If a node decides not to forward a message, it is stored for a short time in quarantine buffer. When
deleting messages from send buffer, we use the source prioritized drophead policy, where a node drops
the oldest relay messages first followed by the oldest source messages. A simpler policy of dropping the
oldest messages first is applied to the quarantine buffer.

Full details on the design of the Seeker protocol is available in [52, 41] along with a simulation
evaluation using the NS-2 simulator. Using real mobility traces (i.e., MIT Reality Miningÿ[99] – scarce
connectivity and longer contact duration – and Haggle Cambridge [100] – plenty connectivity and shorter
contact duration), we show that Seeker is able to adapt its forwarding accordingly in diverse scenarios (i.e.,
with different patterns of connectivity and static scenarios) and achieves high performance with lower
overhead. The Seeker performance was compared to Prophet and Delegation forwarding approaches
as well as to DSDV protocol (i.e., in the static scenario). Seeker does not consider infinite buffers or
bandwidth and allows nodes to modify their forwarding strategy based on their perception of the past
and current conditions. Hence, it achieves high flexibility, which is invaluable for DTNs.

4.3 GrAnt: a GReedy ANT Colony Optimization-based forwarding
protocol

(Publication [42, 55, 13]. In collaboration with A. C. K. Vendramin, A. Munaretto and M. R. Delgado)

In GrAnt, we are investigating the use of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) in DTNs. Ant Colony Op-
timization (ACO) metaheuristic is an example of an artificial swarm intelligence system which is inspired
by the collective behavior of social insects [101]. In ACO algorithms, usually an artificial ant collects
information about a problem, stochastically makes its own decision, and constructs solutions in a step-
wise way. The behavior that emerges is a group of relatively “not intelligent” ants that interact through
simple rules and dynamically self-organize maintaining their positions around the shortest trails: Ants
leave their nest without information about the location of food sources, move randomly at initial steps,
and deposit a substance called pheromone on the ground. The pheromone marks a trail, representing
a solution for the problem, that will be positively increased to become more attractive in subsequent
iterations and to serve as a history of the previous movement of the best ants. The greedy ACO-based
forwarding mechanism implemented by GrAnt directs the traffic to the most promising nodes with the
aim of improving the messages delivery while limiting the message replications and droppings. The term
greedy suggests the use of deterministic decision rules, where the best forwarder option is always chosen,
instead of the probabilistic ones commonly used in the ACO paradigm. Decision rules consider heuristic
functions and pheromone concentration.

GrAnt brings schemes for: gathering updates from network dynamics, determining the best paths to
be followed to a message reach its destination, scheduling message transmission (i.e., decides the order
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the GrAnt protocol execution.

in which messages are transmitted), and managing buffer space (i.e., indicates which messages can be
discarded from the buffer when it reaches its occupancy limit). At the following, I describe the two first
schemes and invite the reader to refer to [42, 55, 13] for details about the full protocol.

Learning from network dynamics. To direct the DTN traffic to the most promising contacts, GrAnt
uses information about opportunistic social connectivity between nodes. It characterizes the utility of
each node as a message forwarder, by considering: its accumulated degree centrality, its betweenness
utility, and its social proximity with other nodes. In particular, a exponentially weighted moving average
is used to predict the nodes’ future degree centrality, i.e., DCi(t+ ∆t). As we are interested in different
paths to each destination, we compute the nodes’ betweenness utility in a different way than traditional
betweenness centrality. We define our betweenness utility, i.e., (BetwUi,d), as the frequency that a node
i appears in paths between any source node and d. Finally, the social proximity metric among two nodes,
i.e., Sociali,j , considers the prediction of their future contact duration (i.e., di,j(t+ ∆t)) combined with
their contacts frequency (i.e. λi,j , the number of times i and j established a contact over the time window
T ): i.e., Sociali,j = λi,j×di,j(t+∆t)

T .

Determining the best paths to destinations. The GrAnt routing module falls under the category
of prediction-based protocols as it observes the nodes’ behavioral patterns to ensure: a good message
delivery rate, fewer dropped messages, and a low cost in terms of the transmitted message replicas. It is
composed by a path search phase and a backward phase.

In general, the GrAnt protocol works as follows. Once a path search is requested in a source node,
a small control message called Forward Ant (FA) is created, encapsulated into the data message and
sent toward the destination d via one or more intermediate nodes (see Fig. 4.1(a)). The path to d is
constructed based on the knowledge acquired by this FA, which dictates the forwarding decision at a
node and tries to infer the capability of good next forwarders to d. The forwarding decision at a node
i is performed by adopting a greedy transition rule, which considers two metrics very popular in ACO
paradigms: the pheromone (τ(i,j),d) at link (i, j) in the path to a destination d and the heuristic function
(i.e., η(i),d = BetwUi,d + Sociali,d) associated to a node i in the path to d. Additionally, it is worth
mentioning the utility assigned to a node may change according to whether node i is the source or an
intermediate node of a message. We invite the reader to refer to the pseudo-code described in [55, 13],
for a full description on the forwarding decisions’ conditions.

While being forwarded, each FA collects the degree centrality of every node composing the path to
d (see Fig. 4.1(b)). Once the destination is reached, the total quality of the path found by the FA
k, i.e., Qpathk

s,d
(t), is calculated considering the average degree centrality of nodes in the path and the

reciprocal of the number of hops composing it: i.e., Qpathk
s,d

(t) =

∑
∀i∈pathk

s,d

DCi(t+∆t)

nHops + 1
nHops . It is

worth mentioning that smaller is the number of hops in a path, less network resource will be consumed
and less interference will be generated.

The destination creates then, a Backward Ant (BA) message, storing the computed total quality of
the path found by its corresponding FA. The BA is sent through the reverse path indicated by the FA.
The reception of a BA k sent from a node j to each neighbor i produces two effects: (1) increases by
one the node i’s betweenness utility (i.e., BetwUi,d) to the destination d of the message and (2) deposits
a pheromone on the link (i, j) toward d (i.e., τ(i,j),d). The pheromone is used to mark a trail, which is
proportional to the total quality at links between nodes composing the reverse path: i.e., τ(i,j),d(t) =
(1− ρ)× τ(i,j),d(t−∆t) +Qpathk

s,d
(t) if i ∈ pathks,d, where τ(i,j),d(t−∆t) is the pheromone of link (i, j)
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last updated, Qpathk
s,d

(t) is the pheromone concentration deposited by the just received BA k on link
(i, j), and ρ defines the pheromone evaporation rate (see Fig. 4.1(c)). The idea of using a reverse path is
motivated by the fact that wireless social networks exhibit the small world phenomenon which comes from
the observation that individuals are often linked by a short chain of acquaintances and that encounters
are sufficient to build a connected relationship graph. Additionally, repetitive encounters between pairs
of nodes and frequent visited locations by nodes can be also observed. Finally, if subsequent messages
are forwarded to the same destination, the already deposited pheromone will be reinforced at those links
and will help the forwarding of future FAs to the same destination (see Fig. 4.1(d)). Additionally, the
BA serves as an acknowledgment of the message received by the destination, allowing the nodes which
still maintain the message to discard it. A node that encounters another node that has already received
a BA for a given message, will delete the corresponding message and its associated variables.

In summary, the adopted strategies by GrAnt allow the maintenance of a set of alternative paths to
each destination. At the beginning, only lower quality contacts will be available, however, due to the
dynamics of nodes in DTNs, after some time, a higher percentage of FAs will provide a faster discovery
of new paths and/or the intensification of already existing ones.

To the best of our knowledge, GrAnt is the first unicast protocol that employs a greedy ACO which:
(1) infers best promising forwarders from nodes’ social connectivity, (2) determines the best paths to be
followed to a message reach its destination, while limiting the message replications and droppings, (3)
performs message transmission scheduling and buffer space management. Simulation results obtained
using the ONE simulator show that in scenarios implementing two different mobility scenarios (i.e.,
one activity-based scenario (named Working Day) and another based on Points of Interest), GrAnt
achieves higher delivery ratio, lower messages redundancy, and fewer dropped messages when compared
to Epidemic and PROPHET. Full details on the metrics and algorithms related to the greedy ACO-based
forwarding protocol are available in [55, 13] along with the simulation evaluation details.

4.4 Conclusion

Much research on delay-tolerant networks tries to address routing issues when there is no contemporaneous
path between nodes. Such approaches, however, were designed focusing basically on the problem of
intermittent connectivity caused by the constant mobility of users and consequently, do not consider
the shift of network environments or operation conditions, such as users with high to low or even no
mobility. Consequently, they present low adaptation capabilities and are therefore too conservative and
often miss good forwarding opportunities, especially in environments with scarce connectivity. Our claim
in this chapter is that forwarding algorithms should not be designed by always assuming high mobility
or long disconnections. Hence, the main focus of our researches here was to adjust forwarding decisions
on the fly while respecting resource constraints. In this context, we have introduced Seeker [52, 41] and
GrAnt [42, 55, 13] protocols, which bring the ability to match different mobility patterns, under more
realistic assumptions (i.e., it does not consider infinite buffers or bandwidth).

In addition, both protocols try to infer the most promising forwarders to destination with the aim of
improving the messages delivery while limiting the message replications and droppings. While in Seeker
the most promising forwarders are determined by observing contact frequency and communication quality
(i.e, if nodes agreed to carry messages for each other) among nodes, GrAnt is more devoted to taking profit
of human mobility pattern and to understanding social network properties. In particular, given that the
adaptation in nature is a permanent and continuous process, and that as in biological networks most social
wireless networks display substantial non-trivial topological features (with connectivity patterns that are
neither purely regular nor purely random), GrAnt investigates the use of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
in DTNs. The most promising paths to destinations are determined based on the previously deposited
pheronome and on the social interactions’ quality of nodes. GrAnt uses deterministic decision rules
instead of the probabilistic ones as implemented by Seeker and commonly used in the ACO paradigm.

In summary, we have been considering adaptive forwarding protocols that (1) rely on social-based
approaches or/and (2) that are able to deal with a shift of network environments or operation conditions
of nodes. Additionally, the inspiration gotten from social structures and nature have been shown to be
good directions for full adaptive forwarding algorithm design. Hence, we will more and more integrate
such inspirations from the very beginning of the process design of our protocols.





5Conclusions and perspectives
The research contributions discussed in this manuscript were guided by the main goal of providing
network-level support for success data delivery in wireless self-organizing networks. The different types of
wireless self-organizing networks require adaptive networking services targeted to deal with their dynamic
nature (i.e., mobility, resource limitation, unreliable wireless communication, etc) and to find a fit between
their operation and the environment. The research axes I developed together with my colleagues in this
context are categorized in adaptive core and network-level services (as shown in Fig. 1.2). These two
categories of adaptive services are distinguished by the level where such dynamics are considered, i.e., at
the node or at the network level. The contributions related to core or node-level services that I performed
relate to location service and neighborhood discovery services and were mentioned in the introduction
of this manuscript. The remaining chapters of this manuscript were, however, devoted to the research
that I conducted around adaptive network-level services. Therefore, I structured this manuscript in three
main chapters corresponding to three classes of network-level services: topology management services,
data management services, and routing and forwarding services.

In the first chapter, the contributions related to topology management services through node adapta-
tion and through controlled mobility were presented. I first described the ones related to node adaptation,
named SAND [27] and the systems VINCOS and NetGeoS [26, 44, 45, 57, 58]. These works deal with
energy-conserving topology management or with geometric self-structuring of nodes in wireless sensor
networks. By focusing on networked autonomous systems, such works provide simple solutions for em-
powering sensor nodes with the ability to form a network and to operate in a decentralized self-organized
manner, while maintaining connectivity and performing area monitoring. Still in this chapter, I de-
scribed the topology management solutions based on controlled mobility, named Hilbert-based trajectory
design [31] and Cover [30] approaches. By taking profit of the moving capability of networking nodes,
such solutions assure the adaptive coverage of a monitored zone, while considering application reading
frequency requirements and environment changes. We will keep on working in some Cover improvements
by investigating ways to reduce the number of infrastructure nodes and by proposing loose algorithms
that allow some parts of the area to be temporarily uncovered if empty.

The second chapter presents my contributions on the data management support. In this context, I
structured my activities into two main areas. The first concerns data collection, which involved data
distribution solutions with organization goals. The question that conducted my research activities in
this area was: “How to efficiently distribute and store in the network the data collected by n sensor
in such a way that a mobile sink performing any type of trajectory can gather a representative view
of a monitored region by only visiting any m nodes, where m << n?” In this context, the protocols
DEEP [32, 78] and Supple [33] were presented. Supple provides an exponential improvement of the
number of messages used, when compared to DEEP. The choice to use a tree, however, introduces a high
overhead of messages transmission to the root and its vicinity. A solution to this consists in creating
multiple trees with different roots and load balancing the data dissemination on the different trees,
alleviating the communications requirements imposed to a unique root. For this end, we are currently
working on the ProFlex [46] protocol design. ProFlex proposes the use of powerful nodes to create and
manage a tree-based distributed storage structure in heterogeneous sensor networks. Instead of using the
extra memory features of these nodes, we take profit of their powerful communication range and use the
long link to improve data distribution. All the designed and on-going solutions have as main outcome
the decoupling of the data dissemination management from the mobile sink’s trajectory.

Still in the second chapter, but focusing on information dissemination in wireless social networks, I
presented FairMix [35, 34, 49] and VIP delegation [36, 54] approaches. To improve data dissemination,
such works exploit social interests’ similarities of people or groups in static networks or the social aspect
of their wireless interactions in mobile networks. Interesting open research directions originated from
these works, which I am considering in my current on-going research activities and will be discussed in
the perspective section hereafter.

Similarly, motivated by the social network properties, the third chapter describes my works on adaptive
forwarding services [52] addressing connectivity opportunity in delay tolerant networks. The described
protocols, named Seeker [41] and GrAnt [42, 55], use respectively contact history (contact and commu-
nication patterns) and social network properties of nodes to predict future meetings and to better adjust
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forwarding decisions. The design of such forwarding protocols as well as of VIP delegation strategy were
based on the observation that social wireless networks display mobility patterns that can be learnt and
predicted, and forwarding decisions can be accordingly adjusted. The GrAnt design is still an on-going
work. Because GrAnt has a lot of flexibility in terms of used metrics and components, we are currently
considering different configurations of such elements in order to evaluate their influence in the protocol
performance, in terms of Messages Delivery ratio. Finally, GrAnt takes profit of the social network prop-
erties of nodes and use bi-inspired algorithms to find good path to destinations in the network. In fact,
as later mentioned in my perspectives’ description, my research activities will continue to be inspired by
the adaptation in nature and the features of human social networks.

5.1 Outlooks
(Publications [12]: In collaboration with C. Sengul and A. Ziviani)

Considering practical aspects, all the presented contributions were designed focusing on a particu-
lar application scenario, which related requirements were considered in all steps of their design: area
monitoring with static or mobile targets; ubiquitous monitoring; health- and wellness-related monitoring;
collection of urban-sensing related data in city; distribution of large content to users by service/software
providers (e.g., software updates and recurrent security patches); free update of mobile software’s ad
pools; to cite a few. Moreover, distributed behavior, simplicity, no external intervention, intrinsic and
localized knowledge are some of the principles considered by the presented works. Therefore, I believe in
their attractiveness and feasibility for an autonomous real deployment.

The only exception in terms of autonomous deployment is the VIP delegation approach, which trusts
on a collaborative deployment between infrastructure builder and users. In particular, the knowledge
concerning the pattern of nodes encounter for a period of one week is required by such approach. For
this, we could imagine the network infrastructure builder asking participating users to log their meetings
for a certain time. Once collected, such training period would be used by the infrastructure builder to
select/upgrade the VIP nodes. From this point, VIPs would act in an autonomous way, disseminating
(or collecting) to (or from) any encountered node.

As previously pointed out, the current new emerging factors (i.e, pervasiveness of computing devices,
ubiquitous wireless communication, and emergence of new applications and cloud services) emphasize the
increasing need for adaptive solutions. Moreover, the new adaptive approaches should consider multiple
optimization criteria and variabilities in the system (e.g., both mobility and buffer constraints). I also
believe more interdisciplinary approaches will emerge and the WSON research community will continue
to be inspired by social structures, biology, games, and control systems.

While adaptive operation will indeed be a necessity, one must take care that the complexity introduced
to the system should not outweigh the gains achieved. First, it must be noted that not every functionality
should be adaptive. In fact, adaptivity should be applied when it is absolutely necessary. Furthermore,
adaptive approaches proposed for different purposes should be able to work together. Therefore, holistic
system analysis and evaluation will play an important role to understand the true benefits of adaptive
systems for WSONs. I also believe the network protocol design should follow a development cycle, where
adaptivity of each component is considered in terms of both complexity and gain, and then, implemented
depending on the current constraints. These components should be constantly re-evaluated based on
the obtained improvements on network performance and relaxation of constraints in terms of hardware,
software, and communication.

In conclusion, though the early solutions to cope with the dynamic nature of WSONs was initiated by
DARPA in 1997 [102], the research on adaptive networking services are still increasingly interesting and
popular. In particular, solutions that can cope with multiple optimization criteria are increasingly being
required, and much work still needs to be done in the area of holistic system analysis/evaluation. I am
convinced by the fact that the maturity level of adaptive systems research will rise as adaptive operation
becomes a key requirement of protocol design rather than an “afterthought” or “add-on” functionality.

5.2 Future research perspectives

Since 2003, my research activities have been gradually moving from connected self-organizing networks
to intermittently connected and opportunistic networks, acknowledging the new communication oppor-
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tunities and the dynamic shift observed over the past years in wireless networks. In particular, this shift
in communication opportunities is the main issue driving my future research activities. Hereafter, I first
describe such communication changes and the related motivations of my future research.

Smart portable devices (such as new-generation phones, PDAs or tablet PCs) can be considered as a
pervasive mobile sensing platform bringing the potential to achieve the pervasive computing vision dreamt
by Mark Weiser’s in 1991 [10]. Such smart devices are changing the way people are communicating,
generating, and exchanging data: (1) They allow the free sensing of data of the surrounding environment
anytime and anywhere; (2) They are flexible and have heterogeneous capabilities in terms of type of
communication (3G, WiFi, Bluetooth) and of data gathering possibilities (video, audio, image, location,
movement, etc). In addition, by their number, smart devices provide an opportunity to gather geo-spatial
data with much higher granularity and more penetration than previously possible. This has a very special
utility in the developing world, where the deployment of large scale sensor networks was previously cost
prohibitive. Finding new ways to take profit of such “new sensing” opportunities is essential to bring
pervasiveness into the masses.

As a consequence, more and more users have become eager to engage with mobile applications and
connected services. Applications related to social networks, global sensing, and content distribution are
just a few of the examples. The traffic generated by such smart devices’ users has however, caused many
problems to 3G network providers, bringing new technical challenges to the networking and telecom-
munication community: AT&T’s subscribers in USA were getting no service or extremely slow because
of network straining to meet iPhone users’ demand [103]; The company switched from unlimited traffic
plans to tiered pricing for 3G data users in summer 2010; Similarly, Dutch T-Mobile’s infrastructure has
not been able to cope with intense 3G traffic, by thus forcing the company to issue refunds for affected
users [104]. Finding new ways to offload the network and to manage such increasing data usage is essential
to improve the level of service required by the new wave of smart devices’ applications.

I believe opportunistic computing and communication provides appealing solutions to the previous
mentioned issues, by allowing devices to join forces and leverage heterogeneous resources from other
devices. In this context, my future research focus on the following issues:

• I intend to investigate strategies leveraging the uncontrolled mobility patterns of pervasive mobile
sensing devices (e.g., smartphones) to improve sensing collaborative efforts: by bridging gaps in
existent static sensor networks or by allowing data sensing in areas not previously reachable. This
research is based on the consideration that a group of individuals collaborate to define who, what,
and where to sense and then collectively design a data collection system. For this, two research
axes are envisaged:
– Sensing recruiting: Here, opportunistic sensing delegation will be investigated, where

through the coordination between pervasive sensing devices, sensing responsibility transfer
(or delegation) will be performed. Such delegation will be assisted by social network studies
and network resource discovery, which can be accessed via topographic pattern studies and
connectivity interactions among participant devices.

– Transfer multi-hop coordination: By taking advantage of users cyclic mobility both in
terms of geographic occupancy and interactions, the goal here will be to select the ones to
serve as transfer delegates to perform data collection or data distribution in a collaborative
fashion. This research activity is an extension of the work performed in VIP delegation, where
multi-hop delegation and more realistic constraints (as contact duration among users) will be
considered.

• One interesting point in any research considering complex network analysis (i.e., a powerful tool to
characterize the specific structural features of social networks) is how to perform the mapping from
the mobility process generating contacts to the aggregated social graph. Recent studies have shown
that the performance of protocols that rely on such complex network analysis heavily depends on
how the mapping (contact aggregation) is performed [105]. In fact, the social graph created out of
past contacts between nodes should best reflect the underlying mobility structure generating these
contacts, so that nodes can be meaningfully differentiated and edges can have predictive value. In
the VIP delegation work, we have shown that, in both real and synthetic traces, a training period
of only 1 week and a threshold-based aggregated social graph yield very good results, i.e., in terms
of VIPs’ user visits for all the remaining days of the traces. In a similar work related to data
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collection delegation, we have also proposed a slotted prediction strategy using a history window
of only two days to estimate the likelihood of two producers meeting each other [37, 106]. The
obtained results were satisfactory and attested that our prediction strategy, although simple, was
also a reliable basis for good delegate set selection. I plan, however, to look deeper into social graph
generation techniques from contact traces. This includes evaluating aggregation techniques not only
in a time window or contact basis, but also evaluating the moment in time where the network loose
its non-trivial topological features, and connectivity patterns become purely random. Additionally,
I intend to evaluate in detail the impact of such aggregations in data dissemination strategies to
intermittent connected networks.

• The understanding of information dissemination in social mobile opportunistic networks is still a
challenging open issue due to the nature of human interaction. I plan to look deeper into what are
the factors impacting (in a positive or in a negative way) the success of information dissemination
in such type of networks (users’ social status, density, visited areas, etc). Additionally, the limited
resources of hand-held devices and their dense distribution prevent the use of pure-based flooding
techniques, and require the design of more efficient data propagation techniques. In this context, I
also intend to investigate the possibility of tailoring network coding for information dissemination in
social mobile networks. As shown in the literature, network coding improves throughput and data
delivery reliability in wireless networks by better exploiting the characteristics of such networks
(such as spatial diversity, broadcast nature of the medium and data redundancy). My aim will
be then to define novel strategies to improve dissemination that will encompass both social-aware
techniques and network coding-based solutions. The proposed solutions should empower nodes with
the ability to make coding decisions adapted to connectivity variations in the network as well as
to different content distribution paradigms. In this context, Eduardo Mucelli will start his PhD in
October 2011 under my supervision.
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